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WHY TEACH COMPUTATIONAL ESTIMATION?

Estimation, has long been recognized as a valuables useful skill in

many vocations and in daily life; With the growing use of calcUlatOrs and

computers it is vital that people be able to judge the reasonableness 4f

an answer: Also there are many instances where an estimate is all that is

required to make an important deciSiOn. Despite the importance of

estimation it has seldoM received serious attention in curriculum

materials and teachers haVe had few resour7es available for supplementing
their own ideas. EVidente of StUdent8' performance on estimation

indicates that most stUdentS db not have high proficiency_ with it, nor do

even good estimators have a strong level of confidence in their ability to

estimate.

How WERE THESE MATERIALS DEVELOPED?

In re-cent years there has been arenewed interest in this topic

including an increase in research on students' _thinking on estimation

taSkS and on learning specific estimation strategies; This curriculum

development project has been built upon this growing body of research.

TheSe materials Were developed as part of a National Science Foundation'

project to provide a teaching resource for middle grades and junior high

SthObl. This particular snt of lessons is designed to provide systematic
instruction of effective estimatic- strategies in Grade 8. Other sets are

available for Grades 6 and 7.

These lessons have been successfully _used in schools. (A report

documenting their effectiveness is available from any of the authors.)

This package of lessons has been field tested and reflects helpful

suggestions that have been provided by many teachers and students.

The extensive field testing- of these materials revealed that there

are many ingredients necessary to helping studentsbecome_proficient
estimators. One of these ingredients whichyou_will want to keep in mind

as you use _these materials is the development of a proper mental set for

estimation. This includes:

1. Recognition that estimation is important and useful;

2. Awareness thF, y situations require only an estimate.

3. Recognition that there are many ways to uotain reasonable

estimates.

P4e
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HOW ARE THE MATERIALS ORGANIZED?

Fifteen lessons have been written for each grade. Each lesson has
the following components:

1. Objectives The Objective(s) for each lesson is stated at
the top of the first page of teacher notes.

TeaCher Background This section discusses the strategies
taught in the lesson in detail. sometimes it al$o provides
some additional background notes to help teachers better
understand the approaches used.

3. Teaching_ the Lesson Brief suggestions for teaching the
lesson are provided. The major portion of each lesson is
developed through overhead -,ransnarencies. You will need
to make the transparencies from the paper copies provided
in these materials. The transparencies often provide
real-world settings requiring estimation. They also
present key steps highlighting each strategy along with
examples for students to try under your direction. We

think you will find the transparencies very useful in your
teaching; They highlight the main ideas and focus
students' attention on the key steps.

4. Using _the__ Fxerrict,s Brief comments and suggestions for
using the assignment sheets are given.

5. Student Assignment Sheets A two-page worksheet is prov.ided
for_ each lesson._ Each_ worksheet also provides some
real7world applications of estimation, Thee. should be
started in class and completed as hOmework. AS time
permits; discussion of selected exercises the following day
will promote estimation thinking and awareness of the many
ways of obtaining a reasonable estimate.

WHAT ARE THE LESSONS?

The lesson titles for the 8th grade materials are given here. In

most cases the titles are descriptive; however please refer to the
specific lessons for a more comprehensive explanation of; the tonic.

Page 2
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Fro-Err- rcc;,2gzi Subtrac:on
Ccmpatble Number Strategy for Subtra2

Lesson 5. .:?ound a Strategl.y " r

.1- S 3 Or. Front-End

Lesson c,trcz

.,S:Jon 3. 'r7p-ct NUMber Ctrategy f)r.

0: FPadt-::On8

L,28801? 1 Estimatin a Fraction a Number

Lesson 12. f,i'ultiple Operation Problems

Lesson If: Multiplcation and Division of Numbers Near Powers of 17.2.7

Lesson 23. Addition of i.lixed Fractions ana ,-)ecimals

Lesson 24. Estunatl.ng Percent of a NUmber (Near PcJers Of Ten.

Lesson 15. Estimating Percent of a Number (Near Common Percento '
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USENG THE MATERIS

The process of Tic,.2oping students' estimation competency is a long
one. ..As they have repected contacts with estimating and as they develop
competence with specifc te,.-Hiques for obtaining an estimate; students
Will gain_ skill and c-)-1 e Althcmgh your students may roc reach a
high level_ of competence )ne year; progress will be made through
systematic instruction.

YOU Lave an imoJ, :ole t phay in developing students' ability to
estimate. Initially many students may show resistence toward estimating.
Other students will wel-crv-c the opportunity to share self-developed
estimation strategies. Through discussion of thinking strategies with
students and the encouragement of students' sharing their own thinking fOr
a problem, you can help them gain new appreciation for the estimation
process;

We think these lessons emphasize the important components of
estimation skill and will pa. most interested in learning about your
experience in using them; Everything needed for classroom use has been
provided in this package; You are welcome to copy any or all of these
materials to share with colleagues or students. Good luck to you!

Page 4



NSF ESTIMATION
GRADE 8 LESSON i

0_8dECTIVES Create an awareness for the usefulness of estimation.

Establish the idea that there are many different yet
suCcessful ways to mace estimates.

Introduce and develop the front-end addition strategy for
whole numbers;

TEACHER BACKGROUND_

This is an important lesson for student8; It will help them begin to
appreciate the importance of the skill of estimating; This
appreciation for estimation is necessary as students beg to learn
various estimation strategies but it takes time to develop: Relaying
your own everyday experiences with estimation will help students
develop this appreciation;

The estimation technique introduced in this lesson is the FRONT-END
strategy for additirm; The FRONT-END strategy is an alt.ernative_to
rounding which is found in many textbooks; Rounding will be developed
later in this series of less ns;

The FRONT-END process begins by
problem. These lead digits are
value is
attached. At
this stage an
UNDER-ESTIMATE
is obtained;
Students 5hould
be encouraged
to ADJUST this
initial estimate by
focusing on the
next group of
digits; The
example
illustrates the
entire process;

focusing on the lead digits -of
added and the appropriate place

4;349

2;588

+ 1;454

FRONT-END) 7
PLACE VALUO 7, 900
ADJUST ) Iwo

FINAL ESTIMATE : g,ZOO



The emphasis in this process is on working with the most
important digits-the lead digits (front-end digits). Students
should recognize that these digits give the best information
about the problem. In this_lesson problems will be presented in
both horizontal and vertical formats. An example of the
FRONT=END process for horizontal format is given:

2;328 479 5J04 + 28

g; CHOOSE THE IMPORTANT DIGITS: :2 7

a ATTACH THE APPROPRIATE PLACE vAL E: 7;000

a ADJUST:
300 + 400 + 100
_800_ more

ESTIMATE: 7,800

The crucial step when working with such a problem is to
determine which digits to use in Step 1. Encourage students to
think about the digits which represent the largett puce _a1ue.
Also illustrated in this problem is the fact that one addend
(28)_was not used in the estimation process. Student:7 will
quickly see that it represents a very small amount rel:':.ive
the whole problem.

In the last example the adjust step was accomplished by mentally
adding the hundreds digits (3 + 4 + 1). Another acceptable
method for adjusting might simply be recognizing that about
another 1000 is needed, producing an estimate of 8000. Don't
worry too much about the closeness of the adjust_step. Accept
any reasonable amount. Discussion among class members will be a
powerful tool for this lesson.

TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I: Use=JR #1 to share with students a variety;of
everyday experiences of estimation. Can students
think of other examples? Feel free to discuss other
examples of estimation 'you or your students have
encountered. As you go through each example, ask
students to quickly estimate the answer. Emphasize
the need for quickness and mental calculations
because in most of these situations quickness is
important as paper and pencil are net accessible. As
students produce estimates, discuss different
strategies used . At this point the strategies used
may be rather crude or limited to only rounding.

8-1-2



PART II:

Stress that there are many ways to estimate each of
the examples; and throughout the year you!ll_be_
sharing a variety of them with the class; It is very
important that students recognize different
estimation strategies can be successful. Emphasize
that a variety of strategies are acceptable if they
produce a reasonable answer.

Ask studentsto think of examples of estimation other
than those shown on TR 41; For example: Why is
estimation important when using a calculator?

B. Summarize these key features of estimation:

DONE QUICKLY as time is usually limited

DONE MENTALLY as paper and pehcilcare
generally not accessible

PRODUCES A REASONABLE ANSWER as this is all
the situation
calls for.

Ask students tokeep these features'in mind. This
will help students better understand the value of
estimation as well as the strategies and techniques
they will be learning.

Point out to students that they are going to learn
one technique for estimating today and will be
mousing on others as the year continues.

The front-end strategy can be illustrated to students
by using TR #2.

The key features of the front-end strategy are:

1) for:using on the lead digits

2) adjuting the fioure based on the extra
information (extra

Practice this technique using the "TRY THESE"
exercises at the bottom TR #2. Encourage oral
discussion oncachoftheexercisesso it is clear to
everyone how the the front-end strategy is used.

B. TR #3 provides an opportunity to use the front-end
strategy for p-oblems presented horizontally.
Emphasize importance of correct place value

9
8-1-3



Also focus on only important digits to apply the front-
end strategy. For example; recognizing that 68 and 89
contribute little toward making a front-end estimate is
a key concept. Encourage students to take a global look
at_the numbers in a problem, then select appropriate
valUes to make an estimate. This approach not only
produces_a good estimate, but is quicker and easier
than dealing indiscriminately with all values.

Go through -the "TRY THESE" exercises on TR #3 with the
class. Paint out features (such as unequal number of
digits) that might cause students difficulty.

USING THE EXERCISES

After you have -gone through the "TRY THESE" on the transparencies
and discussed them, your students should be ready for more independent
work. Assign student sheets 1 and 2 to be done during the remainder
of the class or as homework.

ANSWER_ KEY

1; 31 and 119 can be ignored

2. 17 and 87 can be ignored

3; 489 and 105 can be ignored

Q. 27 and 6 can be ignored

5; 81 and 197 can be ignored

6. 2298; 5027; and 1765. acceptable range: 8000-9300

7; 14;927; 33;452; and 10;253; acceptable range: 50;000=60,000

8. 1;412;537; 2,075,126; and 3,275,019. acceptable range: 6 million-7 million

9; 53,475; 0;753; and 25;127; acceptable range: 80,000-90,000

10. 152,746; 457,279; and 298,275. acceptable range: 750;000-1;050;000

11. 11; 1100; about 120 more; 1200=1300

12. 9; 9000; about 1,300 more; 10,300-10,500

13; 11; 110,000; about 11,000 more; 122,000-125;000

14. 4; 4000; about 1,200 more; 5,200-5;500

15. 6; 6000; about 1,800 more; 7;800=8;000

16. 7; 70,000; about 7,000 more; 77,000-80,000

17: 6,000-7,100

18. 15,000-16,200

8-1-4
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19. 1,400-1;500

20. 25:35

21. (a) (answers may vary) Ashland and Iatan and Tipton

(b) (answers may vary) Kanf:as City, Springfield and St. Josesph

(c) acceptable range: 800;000-900;000

22. (a) (answers may vary) DelaWare and Rhode Island

(b) (answers may vary) Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New York

(c) 85i000-=105i000 mil

8=-1=5



I missed one of these.
h!ch one looks unreasonable?

The movie ET. brought
in a record $102 million
in its first month. About
how much money did it
make per day?

I need 2 pair of socks
and 3 pair of shoelace&

About how much will that cost?

The Thompson's dinner bill
totaled $28.75. They plan
to leave about a 15% tip.
About how much 'should they
leave'?

About how many points
do I have altogether?

8- 1 TR1



TRY THESE:

4,916
2,392

+ 3,105

occer Game Attendance

Sunday 4,312

Tuesday - 1,816

Friday - 2,498

Estknate the total attendance;

Front- end t> the lead digits total 7

P lac e value f> 7 thousand

Adjust E> 1500 more

Estimate t> 8,500

1,716 24,316
2,453 17,393
3,312 ÷ 40,216

4. 2,569

13

20,298
4,316

+ 31,986

8=1=TR2



To Estimate:

Think:

1. Front -end

32;412 15068 + 45,089

The most important digits
are 32,412 and 45,089

c.

7

2. Place value ..... ....... . 70,000

3. Adjust -

TRY THESE

rThe next group of important
digits are 2 thousand,

\.,1 thousand and 5 thousand.

Final estimate

* * * * * * * *

1. 3,426 + 2,819 + 1,146

2. 23,463 + 10,416 + 1,892

3. 345,216 + 41,842 + 10,463

4. 42,463 + 1,459 + 2,563 + 30,438

14

8,000

. 78,000. . .

8=1=TR3



Cross out two valUes you would ignore in making an estimate;

1. 4527 2. 527 3. 42,756 4; 119

31 4$9 489 27

119 17 56,177 897

+ 7345 698 + 105 6

+ 87

4927 + 81 197 34625 -+ 5476

Check the three most important values you would use in making a front-end

estimate;

6.

Then use them to make an estimate.

3 7: 14,927

59 33,452

2;298 V; 189

5;027 '-'_ __ _58

+ 1;765 %-..." 10,253

8. 1,412,537
2,075,126

5,894
12,176

+ 3,275,019

9. 53,475 + 829 + 45 10,753 25;127

10. 152;746 1;573 457,279 458 5217 + 298,275

Estimate each total;

11. 346
219
438

+ 249

12: 3;469
2;943

+ 4;009

13. 38;496
23;984

ON-T=END

(PLACE VALUE

'ADJUST

ESTIMATE:

8 = 1 = 0.1



I FRONT-END >

I PLACE vaLui>

FD.717->

ESTIMATE:

14. 3,486
593

1;304

15; 1;046
438

2;919
+ 3;576

17. 4,349 1,128 1,590 =

18. 4,260 10,830 1,090t

19; 426 1,083 19

20; 14;26 10;83 5.98 2;19 tt:

.....i1=11=111720

21. If you were to estimate the population total
for these towns in Missouri:

16. 31;416
2;814

+ 44;163

(a) Which populations could you ignore
and still make a good estimate? Ashland

Iatan
(b) Which cities did you use? Kansas City

Springfield
St; Joseph

(c) What is your estimate? Tipton

22; If-you were to estimate the total area
for these eastern states:

(a) Which states could you ignore and
still make a good estimate? e Connecticut

Delaware
(b) Which states did you use? Maine

Massachusetts
New York

(c) What is your estimate. Rhode Island

16

859
87

675,298
119,247
87;256
1;426

5,009
2,057

33,215
8,257
49,576
1,214

8-1-p.2
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NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 LESSON 2

OBJECTIVES: Review the importance of estimation in our society:

Illustrate the front-end strategy using a money model;

Introduce the idea of adjusting by grouping compatible
amounts.

TEACHER BACKGROUND

The FRONT-END strategy for addition is used in this lesson
with a money mclel; The adjusting process is handled ?lightly
differently than in Lesson 1; In Lesson 1; students used th
next group of digits to adjust to.e initial estimate; For
example;

3,426 + 2,119 + 743

FRONT-END:

ADJUST:

ESTIMATE:

3,000 + 2,000 = 5;000

400 + 100 + 700 = 1,200

5,000 !- 1,200 = 5,200

For problems containing more than 3 or 4 addends this method
of adjusting, although very accurate, is too cumbersome;
Instead, the adjustment is made by taking a more global look
at the remaining digits and grouping them in some fashion;

For example;

1 EMI)) -- THE DOLLAR AMOUNTS

TOTAL $7,

Z PLiant'5T ) THE CENT AMOUNTS

TOTAL ABOUT $2 MORE,

3

17

THE TOTAL IS

ABOUT $9,

8-2-1



The front-end digits total $7. To adjust this initial estimate
$7, the remaining. digits (the cent amounts) can be grouped
to dollar amounts (;98 is about $1; .23; .43; and ;42 is
about another $1; .09 is small so ignore it; The final
estimate is about $7 + $2 or $9;

The adjustment of the initial estimate is made by grouping
the unused numbers to a convenient total (in this case to
dollar amounts); This same process can be used when working
with whole numbers:

4;3261-

2:489L

5;142

_498_9t100°

FRONTEND: 14

1000 PLACE VALUE: 14,000

ADJUST: 3,000

ESTIMATE: 17,000

This adjusting by grouping compatible amounts is a_powerful
estimation technique which will be used in conjunction with
many other estimation strategies. This pro6ess may even be used
alone, without the front -end step, to form an estimate when,work-
ing with smaller numbers:

23
/too

46-

72 ma
mo -89

53
loo - 99

-1.1> TOO

63

ESTIMATE: ABOUT 500!

8=2-2
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TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I. To begin this lesson; display TR #1; "That's A Fact?"
Read each fact and discuss which numbers represent
exact values and which are clearly estimates. Point
out the use of key words (e;g; more than) for depicting
estimates in some situations while in others the
context alone identifies a number as an estimate.
This initial discussion will help students better
appreciate the uses of estimation;

An interesting and true story will help illustrate
how the appearance of a number influences the
message it gives to the reader. Relate this story
to the class.

A team of surveyors were sent to Mt.
Everest to take an official measurement
of it's height. They decided to make 6
independent height measures then average
these to determine the "official" height.
The 6 measurements were:

The team studied the
obtained average and 28,990
were concerned that 28,991
readers might view 28;994
29;000 ft; as a rough 28,998
estimate rather than 29,001
a fairly precise
measure; So; they
recorded their
official calculation
as 29,002 ft.

29,026

6 = 29;000174,000

Discuss with students why the surveyors might have
been concerned with an official measure of 29,000 ft.

PART U. A. Students will be familiar with the idea of frontend
estimation from Lesson 1. Display the grocery ticket
on TR #2. The front-end digits total $7. Adding all

the digits in the_second column would be cumbersome.
So rather than adjust as we did in Lesson 1, illustrate
the idea of grouping the cent amounts:

.19y THESE MAKE ABOUT $1

.86

.39

.29 THESE MAKE ABOUT $1

.14

.23

8-2-3



The adjusted estimate then is $7 + 1 + 1 or $9.
Provide as much practice as necessary with this
"grouping" idea using the "TRY THESE" problems;
Point_out the difference between this adjustment by
grouping_and the adjustment by mentally adding digits
as done in Lesson I; When the problem involves more than
4 addends grouping will be a more useable adjusting
procedure.

B TR #3 illustrates the front-end/grouping technique
using whole numbers; Allow students plenty of
flexibility in what numbers they choose to group.
In the example; hundreds are grouped but students in
your class may suggest an alternate grouping technique.

C; Finally, TR #4 is provided to allow more practice
in this grouping procedure; In this transparency;
grouping is used as an entire estimation technique
in itself -- the front-end approach is not needed
because of the size of the numbers;

HSING TH7 EXERCISES

Exercises are provided which give students practice using the
front-end/grouping strategy on decimals (money) and whole numbers;
Also provided are problems such as those on TR #4;

ANWER_ KEY

1. about 200

2. about 300

3. about 3,000

4; about 3,000

5. about 200

6; about 20,000

7. about 200,000

8. about 500

9. $4-$5

10. $8=$9

11; $10-$11

12. $7-=$8

13. $14-$16

14. $15=$17

8=2=4



15. $19 -$2i

16; $15.-$18

17. less

18. less

19. more

20. less

21. less

22; 1 ess

23. more

24; 1 ess

25. more

26; more

27. less

28; no



That's a Fact
Which of these facts contain
estimated values and which
contain exact values???

9}effneNtiesqicaegiumelem$

Can you tell the difference?

The Gross National Product for
1978 was $2,127,560,000,000.

The 1980 census reported an
American population of more than
221 million people.

The median age of the U.S.
population is 30.2 years..

Female population increased
by 731,000 more than male
population since 1970.

22

Hank Aaron hit a record total
of 755 career horneruns.

Madison Square Garden in
New York has a seating
capacity of 19,571.

Richard Knecht, aged 18,
recorded 25,222 consecutive
sit-ups in 11 hours 14 minutes
on Dec. 23, 1972.

The average salary of a
prolessionam basketball
player is $165,000.

8=2 =TR1



This is a grocery store ticket where
the amount has been torn away.

Estimate the total.

SI-N Adjust The cents are about $2

( )19 and 86 are a dollar.
The rest make a dollar;

Front-end The dollars total $7

( 4 16 1 + 2

Estimate $7 + $2 = $9

TRY = iFIESE:

,f464416*4.4.*.mi

5.43
1 .36
2.09

. 79

. 39

2.19
2.49

.99

.79
1.4 3
3.19

23

AGr 4.19

Pr .86
1.39

AGr .29
pit 2.14
Tait .23

2.46
5.38
1.79
2.09
1.49

.69
.59
.69

10.19
2.43

.89
1.29
5.14

8 ° 2 °TR2



Books
Week Sold

1 137

2 268
3 139
4 227
5 192

6 213
358

Front-end

How many books were sold
during our 7 day book drive?

1+ 2 1 + 2 + '1+ 2 +

Adjust (By grouping)

Estimate .

TRY THESE:

37 and 68 make 100
92 is about 100

The rest make about 100

12
1200

1. 4,527
1,416
3,798

+ 1,243

2. 436
129
317
486
553

AT- 198

3. 3,517
1,278
2,643
3,495

+ 1,287

Front-end

Adjust ... , .

Estimate

=pv a

300 more

1500

8-2-TR3



This SUM ear, be estimated
by grouping numbers to
form COMPATIBLE set&

27
49
38
65
56

Here's how: Look ior hvrdreds!

27
49

Here's 100 Here's100 Here's 10 065\ 56
31

The sum is abomt 3 hundreds.

300

TRY THESE:

1. 37 + 46 4; 89 4- 24 + 59 + 73

246 4 356+ 689 + 843 + 986 *0oo

3; 39 4u 463
46_ 549
83 176
72 328
48 384
59 246

+ 46 -4- 684

Look for thousaridS!

8.=2=TR4



Chetk fOr compatiole numbers as you estimate each total.

Name:

1. 72 2. 88 3: 615 4. 457

25 55 369 E-.39

89 43 812 812

+ 13 78 189 641

9 575 359

+ 25 ± 432 25

5. 12 6. 1256 7. 51284 8. 13

53 8495 47592 245

85 2463 13485 85

45 + 7475 + 85269 153

Estimate the total for each ticket;

9. 10. 11.

0044.9.00#""4.**AAAAAAMAkfc

12.

ww.www.010.""*".104.1w4ONoo

$ 1.19 $ 1.49 $ 4.19 $ 1.49

;49 2.79 3.89 2.39

;79 1.39 1;79 .79

2;13 1.19 ;49 .29

tax _.22 1.68 tax ;_aa 1.69

t_a. .41 .49
tax _34

13.

$ 3.46
1.59
.79

2;19
4.37
;28

1;49
tax .67

a"ePSowo........'.

14.

1.39
5.46
1.19
1.43
2.79
.46
.59

_.39
1.4_3

tax- .72

15.

$ 4.38
1.41
2.19
.89

_.79
1.36
4.29
3.14
.69

tax .91

26

16.

2.46
1;09
1;78
1;36
1.99
2;49
1;89
2;39

x .73

8-2-p.i



Estimates for each problE:m below have been given. Decide whether the actual
answer would by MORE or LESS than the estimate by ADJUSTING.

17.

We have collected_
signatures from the
3 precinct's of our
city. Estimate the
total;

4,396
5,129
2,416

Estimate: 12,000

18.

MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE

Here are new
recruits:

Mon. 39
Tues. 87
Wed. 75
Thur. 18
Fri. 129

Estimate: 400

19;

About how much
will I need?

$3;14 $1;69

$2.98

Estimate: $7.00

For each set of items decide whether they will total MORE or LESS than $20;

20;

22.

24.

26.

99
more

less
C.-LC:1g

more

less$12g7,

iir
$13.94?

more

less

more

less
4-i. 29

21;

23;

25.

27.

more

less, 46

. 4

.69
4..qg

more

less

1419
9

more

less

more

less
itii.3

28. Estimate the answer below._ Then briefly describe how you g
that it can be shared in class tomorrow.

t your estimate so

You have only a $5 bill. Your father
sends you to the store for 2 cartons of
milk at $1.89 each and 3 loaves of bread
at 69ct each. Do you have enough money?

How I Did It:



NSF _ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 = LESSON 3

OBJECTIVE: To introduce and develop the clustering strategy.

TEACHER BACKGROUND

The clustering strategy is suited for a particular type of problem

which is often encountered in everyday experiences; It an hp used

when a group of numbers cluster around a comm OA A' =n2311

Since all of the values
are very close to each
Other in value, to es-
timate the total attendance
for this time period,
use CLUSTERING:

WORLD'S FAIR ATTENDANCE (JULY 1 =6)

ESTIMATE AN AVERAGE

Mon. 72;250

Tues. 63;819

Wedn. 67;490

Thurs. 73;180

Fri; 74;918

Sit; 68;490

All 4he numbers
duster around 10,000

MULTIPLY THE AVERAGE BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF VALUES

( (0 % 10,000 'vs 4101000

It is important that students recognize different practical uses
of clustering. (This is explicitly done in transparencies 2 and

4.) Stith experiences will not only aid their understanding of the
process but also increase their sensitivity to real world applications
of this powerful strategy.

The clustering strategy is only useful in a particular situation
(when all of the numbers are close in value); It is powerful because
it reduces a problem involving several additions to one which involves

a simple multiplication. Don't worry or ask students to adjust the

estimate. It is often very difficult because it is hard to deter=
mine if the average used is too high or low; If the numbers involved
lend themselves to adjusting; fine but don't force an--adjustment.



TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I: Display the world's fair problem on TR #1. Ask each student
to estimate the sum and to record their estimate on scrap
paper.

Discuss the different strategies used. Some students may
use a front-end process or a rounding strategy. It is
likely that someone in the class will have used the CLUSTERING
idea (even before instruction). If so; have them explain
the process.

Also be sure to discuss its main advantage reduces amount
of numbers being worked with.

PART II: Use TR #2 to practice finding a quick average given a group
of numbers.

Ask students to describe situations where these data might
result and why totals would be needed If necessary_get_
discussion rolling by asking which information would likely
report:

Student test scores: About how many total points
do I have?

Season attendance totals: About --ow-many people
attended during these
five seasons?

Lunch bills for a group: About how_much did we
spend on lunch altOgether?

Walking distance: About how far did I walk?

PART III: Use TR #3 to apply the clustering process.

ESTIMATE AN AVERAGE.

MULTIPLY IT BY THE NUMBER OF VALUES.

After going through the two steps --- AVERAGE MULTIPLY --

on the daily tours example do the "TRY THESE" exercises.
Discuss the estimated averages (there may be more than
one used) and estimated total obtained on each of them.
Use the averages obtained earlfer and apply the multipli-
cation step to obtain estimated totals.



PART IV: Show the problem in TR #4. Ask students to guess on which
days there were severe thunderstorms. (Maybe the rain
on Sunday and Monday kept the concert attendance_figures
down). Discuss why it would be better to use a clustering
strategy on five days and a front-end for two than rely
on a single strategy.

Encourage students to use a combination of_clustering and
front-end as they do the Try THESE on TR #4. Asking
several different students ) discuss the procedures they
used in these multistep problems will be time well spent.
Also challenge them to describe situations where information
like this would occur. For examples

(l)--Monthly snow fall totals from November to
April--find approximate amount of snow for
season.

(2)--Cost of grocery items- -find total cost.

(3)--Yards gained in each of -seven football
games--find season total.

(4)--Population of_states in a region--about
how many people live in the region.

ANSWER KEY

1. Average 60;000; Total 300,000

2. Average - 5.00; Total 30.00

3. Average 30; TOtal = 180

4. Average 7; Total 42

5. Average - 8,000; Total 72;000

6. #2

7. #1

8. #5

9. #4

10. #3

11. Average 50;000; Total - 250;000

12; Average 6 miles; Total 36 miles
You don't have to add "messy" fractions which contain unlike denominators.

13. No



14. YeS

15. No

16. YeS

17. 4 x 700;000 = 2;800;000
6 x 40;000 = 240;000

About 3;000;000

18. 4 x 80;000 = $320,000
5 x 2005000 =$1,000;000

About $1.3 million

31 8-3-4



Would Attendance
July lw.6

Estimate the total aft erfdance
for this time period

Estimate the sum

* Tell how you did it

Here's one way to do it

Mort. 72,250
Tues. 63;891
Wed. 67,490
Thurs. 73,180
FrL 74;918
Sat. 68;490

All of the figures
are near 70,000 .

32 8-3-TR1



Practice Estim,"ting An Average.

1,843,275
2,134,057
1,75a786
2.081,927

+ 1,985,203

Average:

Averag C=1121==

Average:

8=3=TR2



Record for July 17

Tour Visitors

1

2
3
4

82
90
87
97
94
88
93

TRY THESE:
1. $3.42

2;12
2;98
3.78
2.50

+ 3.79

To estimate the total number
of visitors, make a simpler
problem by clustering.

Look at all those messy
numbers and choose a simple
one they are all close to.

Average:

24 MuPtipily:

2. 3 + 2--
7
8 210

o.

4.

1,875 + 2,150

104,316
98,397
81,412

114,900

÷ 2,075

5.

+ 1,979 =

$213,180
199,277
275,500
168,831
228,362

Total:

8 -3-TR3



About how many people
attended the concert?

Average:

Multiply:

Front-ermt

Total estimate:

ncert Attendance

Sunday 17,598

Monday 12,217

Tuesday 48,255

Wednesday 51,145

Thursday 48,285

Friday 55,285

Saturday 49,345

Use
front-end

here.

Use
clustering

here.

TRY THESE:

1. Nov.

111.3e,

A5
.36

Dec Jam Feb. Mar. Apr.

T9_ 5

3. 28 + 35 -fr 29 +28+32+ 200 + 25 =

3.40 4; 5,346,274
+ 29 4,915,276

5,490,879
4,705,630
4,591,286

+ 11,418,251

35
&-.3=-TR4



Estimate an ave-age

1. 63,287

t. en the total.

2. 4.89 3. 41

51,266 Estimated 5.19 Estimated 30 Estiaated
59;875 5.87 25
63;459 4,79 20

+ 64,265 Average 4.97 Average 32 Average
+ 4.50 + 29

Total Total Total

4. 6 3/4 5. 8,862
7 1/8 Estimated 7,963 Estimated
7 5/8 8,245
6 2/3 8,107
6 9/10- Average 8,089 Average

+ 6 15/16 8,452
8,135
6,823

+ 8,134
Total

Total

The information in Problems could have come from different sources. Choose
a reasonable match.

6. Total cost for a group's lunches.

7. Total attendance for a rock concert tour.

8. Total cost for a fleet of ears.

9. Total weight of some small watermelon.

10. Total attendance from different scout troups.

Problem #

11. Estimate the total attendance at last year's football games.

ESTIMATED AVERAGE:

ESTIMATED TOTAL:

GAME ATTENDANCE

Army 43,941

Penn State 56,321

Colorado '42;83F:

Oklahoma State 48,904

Kansas 53,327

8 3 =p.1



12. At-iut hbW Many miles long is the entire bike tour?

ESTIMATED
AVERAGE:

TOTAL DISTANCE:

BIKE TOUR

Rest

ReSt 4-7

START

5-3
4

Rest Rest

1

48

EN00.1-;'

Rest

Why is clustering easier than adding all
the different fractions?

Would the clustering st..-ategy be a good estimation Strategy to use here?

$1;5 million
2;6 million
1;92 million
1;87 million

ir 2;04 mill'A

13; 1;25
.023

7.843
;96

4-3;52

14. 482
512
612
409

+ 507

15. 853
457
245
_38

+4925

16;

YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO

17; Here are the salaries for 18. Here Are the prices of homes sold
a basketball team by one realtor this year.

$750,295
710,450
687;260
675,025
50,275
42,520
41,500
37,450
35,280
33,455

$76,500
81;255
82;575
80;450

170,800
180,275
195,450
199,999
260,450

About what is their total About what was the total sales
payroll? for the year?

Why are two averages
helpful here?

3 si 8



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 LESSON 4

Objectives : To estimate differences using the front-end and/or
compatible numbers strategies.

TEACHER BACKGROUND :

Throughout this estimation program students should be recognizing and
accepting:

o that estimation is important,

® that only an estimate is required in many situations,

that there are many ways of obtaining an appropriate estimate;
and

o that any estimate within a reasonable range is acceptable.

They also should be gaining_confidence_in their own ability to
estimate as well_as_flexibility in their estimation thinking. TO _

obtain these goals it is important that_you engage them in discussion
and listen to how they think. This will be especially true as thit
lesson is developed.

In this lesson the focus is on subtraction. Two methods for
estimating differences will be explored:

1. Front-End Subtraction

2. Compatible Number Subtraction

As the size of the numbers gets larger; the emphasis will be on
labeling the place value. correctly. For example; to estimate
24;896 15;383; students will be encouraged to write
24 thousand 15 thousand. This notation cleans up the problem by
eliminating unnecessary digits and also emphasizes the correct place
value. National assessments have shown that one of the major errors
made by students as they estimate is incorrect assignment of place
value; Whenever you are .dealing with large numbers; it is a good
general practice to 'emphasize the place value through language and in
writing as in the example above

8=4=1



FRONT-END SUBTRACTION

The technique of front-end estimation is extended to subtraction
of whole numbers. The steps are similar to addition, although
the thinking changes for Step 2.

Step 1: Subtract
the lead digits.

Step 2: Compare
the rest.

Step 3: Adjust.

6573
329#

6=-3=3(thousands)

6 5 7 .3 This indicates that the
3 2 9 4 answer is over 3000 since

573 is greater
than 294.

over 3000, or
about 3200 or 3300

If instead, the problem were:

6573
3839

the thinking for step 2 might be:

if exact computation were
being performed, no borrowing
would be necessary in the
hundred's column.

Here the front-end differ-
ence (initial estimate) of
3000 is adjusted to produce
a final estimate. Over 3000
is acceptable: By subtract-
ing the hundreds digits, or some
variation of that; an esti-
mate of 3200 or 3300 can be
obtained:

I can't subtract 8 hundreds
000 from 5 hundreds so I'd need

to borrow. My estimate is
less than 3000.

At this point students should be able to decide if their estimated
difference is more or less than the initial; front-end estimate.
Some students will be able to go ahead and mentally borrow to
produce an adjusted estimate of 2700:

8=4=2



C0MRAILBFF NUMBER SU Ell-RACTIGN

Unlike addition which may contain many addends; subiraction
is performed using only 2 numbers at a time. Bec-a-use this
is the case; :requently we can take advantage of the
particular numbers involved to make our estimate. For
example:

-Thin

38,496

19,043

33 -141 ca sand

I q 4K3usanci

Although the- front -end subtraction technique can be used; the data
in this problem lend themselves to forming a new problem containing
a compatible set of numbers:

38;000 39,000 40,000
- 18;000 or 19;000. or 20_;_000

Notice that each of these new problems is relatively close to the
original data but each is easier to mentally compute;

Compatible number computation simply refers to studying the given
problem to see if a new problem can be formed which:

1; is relatively close to the original and

2; is easy to mentally compute;

Each of these estimation strategies will be applied to subtraction
problems in this lesson; Encourage discussion as your students
practice both methods;

40
8=4=3



TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I. Transparencies #1 and #2 introduce the steps of the front -end
subtraction strategy. Like front-end addition_, step_one is
simply a_matter of_operating (in this case, subtracting) the_

. lead digit and assigning the correct place value to the result.
This results in an initial estimate. For subtraction, the
second step involves studying the next digits to see if the
initial estimate should be adjusted upward or downward.
Encourage students to view this step as they would if performing
exact computation would borrowing be required?

26,894 1; 2 1 = 1 10.000

2. No borrowing would be
needed in the 2nd column
so the estimate is more
than 10,000 (10,000-T-)

3; 6 4 = 2 or 12;000
is a good final estimate;

TR #2 illustrates the opposite case where adjusting downward
would be necessary. Take extra time on this example as it is
more complex than TR #1;

The TRY THESE or TR #2 provide a mixture of both types of
problems.

PART II. It is important fur your students to realize that them are a
variety of methorls to estimate differences. No doubt, soe of
your students have already been using a more traditional
rounding_approach. The aim of these lessons is to present
alternative strategies to students so that they can eventually
make their own choices.

A powe.-ful strategy which is a fo-e; of rounding is the
COMPATIBLE NUnERS strategy. It has already been used in a slightly
different -ftrr in previous lessons. TR #3 highlights how this
idea can be used to produce quici< estimated differences.-

For example,

63,493 25.649

t-Ire are
several ways :,

How can the problem be cleaned up
to produce a more compatible set of
numbers to work with?

63 thousand 23 thousand
cr

thousand - 25 thousand

41
8-4-4



Either_of these new problems is relatively close to the
orginal and yet -much easier to mentally process. Encourage
students to be flexible in translating the given problem
to a more convenient; relatively accurate form.

PART III. The final transparency provides an opportunity to practice
estimating differences when large numbers'are involved.
Again; thafOCUs is on establishing the correct place value
through an emphasis on written place value.

ANSWER KEY

1. a. over 200

t. under 200

2. a. under 500

b. over 500

3. a. under 500

b. over 500

4. a. over 3000

b. under 3000

5. a. under 2000

b. over 2000

6. a. under 42,000

b. over 42;000

7. a. under $2

b. over $2

a. under $130

b. over $130

9. over 500; 510=520

10. under 200; 130-150

11. over $2; $2.30 -$2.50

12. over 3000; 3300-3500

13. under $3; $2.50 -$2.70

14. over 4000; 4400-4t00

15. over $3000; $3300=$3500

16. under 200; 140-190



17. under 4000; 3600-=3900

18. $5-:$5.50

19. 53000-3500

20. 5500-5900

21. $35000=$38;000

22. $34,000-$35,000

23. $23,000 -$24 ;000

24. F

25. T

26. T

27. T



1.. Front-end difference.

215'48.94)
114(§V61

10,000

2. Compare the rest.

3. How much more?

About what's the
difference in price?

2-1 is 1
The place value is

10,000
First estimate

No borrowing needed
It will be

more than 10,000

6=4 is 2
or 12,000

Better estimate

8=4-TR1



1. Front-end difference.

q1,931

1401000

2. Compare the rest.

6L4493
25i649

6-2 is 4
The place value is

40,000.

Fik3,493 Since I'd need to borrow here;
-45,649 my estimate is really

less than 40,000.

3. How much less?

TRY THESE:

If I borrowed I'd get
13=5 or 8.

So, niy estimate is about 38,000.

(Trial estimaD

Second estimate)

749368 38,496 4,863
- 38,499 = 15,848 = 2,946

45
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0

[1]

Compatible Number Subtraction

63,493
- 25649

888888ff8888888lEEi888888888888888

Think.

TRY THESE

1. 269483
- 9,683al=mir

How can we change this problem
just a little to make it easier to
mentally co:npute?

or

26 thousand

2. 4,5469009
P,943,046

4.5 million

sU/

......

Or
63,000

- 25,000

3. 46,893
- 27,416

4.

immw

8-4-TR3



Estimate:

8,426,983
.= 546,823

Estimate:

When estimating with large numbers,
it often helps to write the approximate
number using words...

That's about
8 million - 1 million

2

or 7 1 million

23,467 ,'""z That's about
- 'S90469593 23 million - 5 million

TRY THESE:

Estimate: 18 million

992349981 12,776,324
489,339 - 2,489,492

5692299119 123,334,876
-= 27,554,889 = 52,665,896

4 7
8=4=TR4



Name:

Draw arrows to show if the estimate is UNDER or OVER the amount shown.

375 375 2. 837
over

= 169 189 359

3. 642
= 155

5. 6327
=4589

7. 14.69
=12.75

200

under,'

over

500

under

over

2000

under

over

$2.00

under

/

682
155

6327
=4189

14.69
=12.35

4. 5147
= 2088

6. 85,291
=43,756

8. $186.54
= 59.63

over

500

under

over

3000

under

over

42,00C

under

over

$130

under

Use front-end or compatible numbers to estimate each of these.

837
319

5147
2488

85,291
=43,056

$ 186.54
55.63

9. 852 10. 427 11. $8.61
335 = 286 = 6.24

cover )

under

About

500
over

under

About

200
over

under

About

$2.00



12. 8621
=_ 52E4

over
3000

under

About

13. $5.28
2.64

over

under

About

53.00

14. 9624
-5187

over

under

About

4000

15 59624
621 ft

over

under

About

33000

16. 841 697

over

under

About

200

17. 5694
=1879

over
4000

Under

About,

18. 59.17 19. $8111
- 3.86 - 4888

About

20. 8613 2984

About About

21. $45,106
8,727

About

22. $50,000 23. $34,471
= 15,3E5 - 10;609

About About

The 5 largest countries in Europe: France 211,207 sq. miles
Spain 194,896 sq. miles
Sweden 173,731 sq. miles
Finland 130;119 sq. miles
Norway 125;181 sq. miles

Use this infOi-ftiatibh to decide if these sentences are TRUE or FALSE;

24. Fnce is more than 100,000 sq. miles larger than Norway.

25. Sweden is about 21,000 sq. miles smaller than Spin.

26. Finland is less than 5000 sq. miles larger thah Norway.

27. Sweden is more than 40,000 sq. miles greater than Finland.

49



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 LESSON 5

OBJECTIVES : To illustrate and practice estimation of products with th-Ole
numbers using a rounding strategy.

To determine the direction of adjustment as a natural
companion of rounding.

TEACHER BACKGROUND

This lesson uses traditional rounding techniques to estimate
products of whole numbers. Speciai rounding techniques and
mental computation invOlvihg multiples of ten should have been
reviewed prior to_this lesson; If students are weak in either
rounding or mental_computation; you may need to spend additional
time on those skill;.

Traditional work with rounding usually results in questions, such
us: "Should I round to tens, hundreds or thousands?" Without
direction from you or a natural understanding of estimation it
is difficult to decide what to round a number to. In real life
situations, the numbers themselves; along with the problem
context, hold the key. For exmple,

If the attendance was 49,269 at the game and someone
asked; "How -many people attended the game?", it would
Seem natural to say either "49;000 or "about 50,000."
Reporting the exact value or the nearest tens or
hundreds would interest no one except the ticket
sellers!

If you wanted to -know the population of Mexico City, an
answer of 14 million would probably be more useful than
13,993,866.

If the price of a shirt is $8.88 andsomeone asked,
"How much is that shirt?", it would seem natural to say
"$9."

In each of these cases, the rbuhdihg procedure was a convenient way of_

cleaning up numbers so_they are easy to handle. Since nearly all of
our estimation strategies rely heavily on mental computation, we
round numbers to values that are reasollablyeteasy to_compute.
This E-re-is_a poweFful ahtf_e7m-ey useful rule thatirso_verY
flexible. It will be followed in all of our estimation lessons.

8-5-1
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_
The majority of this lesson is devoted to multiplication involving two
or Mbre_digits. We want students to sense that estimation is a
powerful tool and feel_this is more likely to happen when large and/or
messy numbers are involved.

. When_a one by two digit
problem is to be. estimated; we
recommend that the one digit
factor_be unchanoed; while the
other factor is rounded to an
easy number to compute;

Adjustment : At this stage we
want students to realize when
an estimate is too high or too
low; Stronger students may be
encouraged to actually make
some adjustment for the
rounding error; In this
example; the caption could be
extended to "400; but this is
too high; So I'll say about
350;"

This adjustment should be a
natural process; often more of
a gut level feeling than an
algorithmic procedure;

46 5O
8 x8

_0
_0

Whei both factors have two or more digits, eacn will be rounded to
values easy to compute and this provides the heart of this let8oh.

If both factors are roundedup;
students should recognize the
product is too high. The adjusted
estimate could be written 2800-
indicating_thatthe estimate should
be less than 2800.

Likewise; when both factors are
rounded down; students should
recognize the product is too low.
So a refined estimate is 24000+.

If one factor is rounded up and the
other down; there is no general
rul:e for_quickly telling_ whether
tne product is too high or low.

51

3X69

too x Lioo
61x 427 4: o00 is #00 /

36 x 543 140 x500

01:0-1.4f =20,000.

8;5=2



Good estimators have been found to employ modifications of the
technique, especially when both factors are 2-digit numbers. Three of
them are shown.

a. 19 x 43 : Round one factor to tens: 20 x 43
Then do 20 x 43 mentally: 20 x 43 = 860

b. 28 x 48 : Round one factor to tens
and the other factor to fives: 25 x 50
Then do 25 x 50 = 1250

c. 35 x 65 : When both factors end in 5,
round one up and the other
down:

or
40 x 60 = 2400

30 x 70 = 2100

Be alert to these and other variations that some individuals may use.
Encourage them to share their thinking_with the other students.
Remember that any estimate is acceptable as long as it falls within a
reasonable range of the exact answer.

TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I: Use TR #1 to establish the three step rounding
procedure:

1. ROUND -- to numbers that are easy to mentally
compute

2. MULTIPLY -- mentally compute the rounded digits

a ADJUST_-- whenever factors have been rounded )n the
same direction; decide how the estimate should be
adjusted

Point out during your discussion of the "TRY THESE" that #3
illustrates that one digit factors need not be rounded. In
fact some students may mentally compute an exact answer. If,

it nappens fine; but an estimate 490 or "a little less" is
equally fine.

PART II: Tr #2 and_#3 provide additional practice in using
the rounding strategy and suggest additional adjustmen
techniques.

TR #2 illustrates rounding to various precisions.
Since students should feel comfortable with -

different-estimates, please emphasize that from -

here on; how they round is up to them._ They should
only round as closely_as they can- handle mentally;
each_to their own ability. This freedom of choice
should be reflected throughout the discussion of
the "TRY THESE."

8-5-3
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TR #3 helps identify bounds for larger products.
Mention that most people need almost one minute to
find the exact products whereas a good estimate can
be made in seconds. Students should realize that
the same principles for rounding and finding _

estimated products apply forlarge numbers. It

might impress some students to know they can
estimate a product (such as #2 on TR #3) that
overloads most inexpensive hand calculators.
Problem #2 also allows for several_combinationt- of
answers and should promote discussion. Help
students recognize that correct answers (i.e, too
high, low, hard to tell) will vary and depend on
the strategy used. You might discuss the
difference between estimates produced with 2,000 x
80,000 and 2,000 x 83,000 for the_example_on the
transparency. Which is better? It 83,000 a
mentally managable factor?

Although adjusting answers is not a central_focus
Of this lesson, some feeling for how an estimate
compares to the exact answer should be fostered.
Students shoula recognize an estimate -as a ceiling
wnen all factors are rounded down. When some
factors are rounded_up and others down, the
estimated product will usually be close to the
exact value but it_is_often very difficult_to
determine whether it is too high_or low. Encourage
students not_to spend_a lot -of time trying to make
these comparisons. After all, if you are going to
spend very much time on it, you might as well
compute an exact ANSWER.

ANSWER KEY

1. 560

2. 5600

3. 5600

4. 2000

5. 200

6. 2000

7. 2100

8. 2100

9. 2100

10. 21-,000

11. 2,100,000

53

8-5-4



12. 24,000

13. 90,000

14. 40 X 40

15. 80 x 30

16. 200 x 70

17. 20 x 90

Answers may vary on 18-27

18. 90 x 70; 6300-

19. 90 x 40; 1600:

20. 70 x 40; 2800+

21. 60 x 40; 2400+

22. 70 x 50; 3500; no adjustment or ?

23. 500 x 60; 30 ;000-

24. 20 x 300; 6,000; no adjustment or ?

25. 300 x 400; 120;000; no adjustment or

26. 100 x 100; 10,000=

27. 800 x 90; 72;000-

28. $10 x 50 = $500

29. 40 x 200 = 8;000

30. 50 x 200 = 10,000

31. 80 x 50 = 4;000 or 90 x 50 = 4;500

32. 80 x 400 = 32,000 or 90 x 400 = 36,000

33. 20; 1200; 72;000; 1;440,000; 42;000;000; 420;000;000

34. 2 4

3 4

3 9

35. either 3 or 4

36. either 4 or 5



To Estimate:

4 43
x 571

To Estirnate.:

34

Round

50
x 60

There are 48 candy bars in a box.
57 boxes were ordered for the
school sale. About how many
candy bars is that?

Round 20 N 80

r. 21 Multiply 1600

Adjust more than 1600 or 1600

Multiply Adjust

50 less than
x 60 30C:)

3000
rounded up
so, 3C`.10

TRY T r = ESE:

1. 79
x28

2. 83
X_71

68
x 7

4, 42
x 33

Round Round Round Round

Multiply Multiply Multiply Multiply

Adjust Adjust Adjust Adjust

8 -5 =TR1



Examplc:

How do you decide what to round to when estimating?

That depends on:

1. The specific numbers in the problem.

2. HtoVIT well you can multiply mentally.

21 L.' 169 its approximately)

20 x 200 = 4000 Good estimate

20 x 170 = 3400 --I> Better (tistimate

21 x 200 = 4200 Also a goad estimate

21 tt 170 3570 Greco2 estimate,
but who wants to
multiply 21 x 17
mentally`

TRY THESE
Round, then estimate.

1. 37 x 109 ° 2. 13 x312 :LT. 3. 11 x 514

8-5=TR2



Estimate:

Round

67413
x 586

70,000
x 600

Multiply 42,000,000

Adjust lower than 42,000,000
or

42,000,000-

To Estimate:

83,14ex27

How would
you ad!ust?

TRY THESE:
1. 42,389

x 637

How would
you adjust?

Both factors were
rounded up, so need

to take some oft

Up Down
Round 2000 x 83,000
Multiply 166,000,000

O

2. 77,469
,,. 49

57

186
x



Use mental computation to find the produttt.

1. 70 X 8 = 2. 70 x 80 = 3. 7 x 800 =

4; 40 x 50 = 4 x 50 = 6. 4 x 500 =

7; 30 x 70 = 8. 3 x 700 = 9. 7 x 300 =

10. 300 X 70 = 11. 3,000 x 700 = 12. 20 x 30 x 40

13. 30 x 50 x 60

(00 THIS FIRST_

Circle what you would use to estimate if you round both factors;

14. 36 x -_42 30 x 40 30 x 50 40 x 40 40 x 50

15. 82 X 27 80 X 20 80 X 30 90 X 20 90 x 30

16. 212 x 71 200 x 70 200 x 80 300 x 70 300 x 80

17; 24 x 89 20 X 80 20 x 90 30 x 80 30 x 90

Estimate.

13;

20.

22.

24.

26.

Then decide how your estimate should

86 x 67 19;

be adjusted.

87 x 36

71 x 43 21. 63 x 44

71 x 48 23. 485 x 59

18 x 315 25. 293 x 408
7

98 x 99 27. 88

=



Estimate each answer by rounding.

28. Jim earns $9.40 a week dbing Chbi-es How much is this in t, jea?

29. A baseball umpire workt hOme plate 41 times a season. At an average
of 194 pitches per game, hOW many pitches per season does umpire call?

30. If the average junior high student answers 53 questions (oral and written)
per school day; find the total for a 179 day school year.

31. The Jones Medical Center averages 83 births a week. What is the total
for one year?

32. Chris has 82 regular customers on her paper route. About how many papers
dOes she deliver each year.

33. There are 19 -pairs of jeans sold every second in the United States. Use
the table below to determine about how many are sold in 1 year.

TIME 1 SECOND 1 MINUTE 1 HOUR 1 DAY 1 MONTH 1 YEAR

,

NUMBER
OF_

JEANS '.

0

34; How many digits does each product contain? (You don't haVe to
write the estimated product.)

PROBFEM NO. OF DIGITS PROBLEM

3 x 28 43 k 68

3 x 89 4 k 743

43 x 19 8342 x 36,475

NO. OF DIGITS_

35. If -you multiply a 2 digit number by a 2-digit nUMbehi hOW many digits
will the product have?

36. If you multiply a 2-digit number by a 3 -digit nUMbei- hOW many di
will the product have?



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 LESSON 6

OBJECTIVE: To estimate whole number products using the FRONT-END
strategy;

TEACHER JRACKRRAHNR

This lesson describes the FRONT-END strategy for multiplication; Just
as in front-end addition; the lead digits are the focus; Here is an
illustration of the strategy:

8,54056

Multiply the lead digits 00

Estimate the rest

Adjust

00

.32.00
. 20

Fa 36.70

This strategy_is powerful in that it_has the adjust step built in and
generally yields a more accurate_estimate than rounding; The front-end
strategy is most useful for problems -with a_1 -digit factor. At first;
students may need to record intermediate values as they use the
front-end strategy. If so; encourage them to do so;

Students should realize -that written ROUNDING or FRONT - END -can be used
to_estimate multiplication. It is their decision but is often
influenced_by the_numbers involved. For example;
Front-End is usually
easier and more
productive than 4 x 279 Lend themselves
rounding when a one
digit and another or

to Front-End
multi-digit factor 8 x 5287
are involved.



If each factor has several digitti such
as these, rounding is generally quicker 47 x 29 Lend themselves
and easier.

3156 895 _

to rounding.

Each strategy produces a reasonable estimate. Once the strategies are
understood and mastered; the choice of which to use in a given situation
rests with the individual.

TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I. Use TR- #1 to_help students understand and appreciate the uses of
both FRONT-END and BACK -END computation; A BACK-END process is
generally used when we find an exact product_ The FRONT-END
process is all that is needed to produce a good estimate.

PART II. Use TR #2 to develop th FRONT-END strete gy for problems with a
1-digit factor.

ANSWER KEY

1. 2400

2. 7200

3. 3500

4. 1800

5. 2580

6. 7380

7. 3920

8. 1980

I. Multiply using the lead digit. Is $12.00 an over-
or under - estimate? To get a closer estimate; we need
to look at the rest of the digits.

2. We have rounded 78_to_80; but you could also simply
use 70 --- this will let you gefm the digit being
multiplied.

Adding the results from steps 1 and 2 gives us our
ADJUSTED estimate.

Students_ should practice this procedure on the "TRY THESE;" which
also includes several involving whole numbers.

TR #3 extends the FRONT-END one digit multiplication to larger
numbers. The emphasis should be on getting a reasonable answer
quickly as students work the "TRY THESE."

8-6-2



9.

10.

$6

900_

15679-0

$120.00
3-00

$123.00

11. $48.00
1 -60

or $48;00
20

$49.60 $50;00

12. 4800
300

bi00

13; 350;000
?S;000

375;000

14. 320;000
24;000

344;000

15. 10;000
2;000

12;000

16. 1;400;000
280;000

1,680;000

17; 54;000;000
_1,800,000
55,800,000

18. 3540 x 4

12,000
2,000

14,000

19. 6 x 764

4200
360

ITO

20; 6 x 47,752

240;000
48,000

288,000

21. 7 x 105,561 22. 8 x 2.39

700;000
42,000

742,000

$16.00
3.20

$19.20

62 8=6=3



TATh Rani Air,1 Pvart AracW6mr...d

lkiiultiplying usually starts at the back -end" of the problem:

5
437

6 4.00,

W work our way to the front:

To Find A Goo

raviltiplying starts at the front-end :

437
x

3200

240 pO

Z 5
437
Y $-

3496

LEOL
Good .slag.

34404
Better es

In estimating, use as many digits as will
give you the kind of estimate you need.

6 3 a-=6 =TR 1



Tennis Bails: $3.78
About how much will 4 cans cost?

Multiply the lead digit.
4 x 3.78

Estimate the test.
78 is about 80

Adjust

1200 320 = $15.20

5 x $6.19 4 x$3.68

324

64

TRY THESE:

7 x $7.41

$12.00

$3.20

8-6-TR2



Front-end Multiplicaiion

(Big numbers)

TRY THESE:

5 x 8,345

1, Lead digit

2. Nvt digit

3. Estimate

At $8 a ticket, about

how much money was

brought in by the concert?

Seating Capacity:

4,625

Multiply by the lead digit

8 x 4,625 = $32,000

Multiply by ;he next digit

8 x 625 4 4800

Adjust

82,000 + 4,800 = $36,800

4 x 62,425 6 x 148,785 2:

1, Lead digit 1, Lead digit

2. Next digit 2, Next digit

3. Estimate 3.

8-6-TR3

VM

Some of each of these problems naVe beehblacked but.

Use the inforMation Oven to find an estimate for each.

1, 4 r.;.\1 2. 8 xt

6 x 9

Find a closer estimate.

5. 43P 6. 8213

x 9

3, 5

x _7

7,360

Use FR08 T-EU0 to find an estimate: Remember the steps ---

9. 62.29 x 3

c10..\3L

D 21;IL

12. 353 x 6

D
D

15, 2,381 x 5

10. 520.49 x

D

16. 237,421 a 7

)

4. 3t8:

6

8. 3

L 6

pridar.

ostiratA the rest

adjx.st

11. 96.24 x 8

14. 43,251 X 8

17, 6,204,752 x 9

D---
D---

8-6-p.1



Apply your estimation skills here.

18. About 3540 calories must be burned to reduce one pound of body weight.
About how many calories will need to be burned to lose 4 pounds?

19; During 1979 the U.S. Immigration Service reported 764 immigrants from
Sweden and about six times as many immigrants from the USSR; About
how many immigrants were reported from Russia?

20. The Department of Defense reported 47,752 U.S. casualtieS in the
Vietnam War. About 6 times as many U.S. casualties were reported
in World War II. About how many U.S. casualties resulted during
World War II?

21. The National Center for Health Statistics reports that 105;561 accidental
deaths were reported in 1978; Nearly 7 times as many cancer related
deaths were reported; About how many cancer related deaths occurred
in 1978?

. It is estimated that each person in the United States drinks about 8
packs of soda a year. If each 6-pack costs aboUt $2.39; about how much
does an average person spend per year?

I
8-6- ;2



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 LESSON 7

OBJECTIVES :
Estimate quotients by finding the correct place value and
lead digit;

TEACHER BACKGROUND

Long division is a difficult and time consuming operation. No

computation topic produces more errors than division; so estimation
skill takes on increasing importance. The value of estimation

strategies is to produce a reasonable answer quickly; which is the
purpose of this discussion.

1. Finding the correct place value . This is an important step in
estimation. Once completed it provides some definite bounds on
the quotient. Here are two different approaches that locate
the place value of the quotient.

8 14

8 /4

8 )4

1 8 7

1 8 7

818 7

1 8 7

Look at the thousiinds.

4 thousands there are not
enough thousands to divide.

Look at the thousands and
hundreds.

huldrads -- you can
divicie 8 into 41

The first digit in the quote
must be hundreds so there
must be 3 digits in the quotient.

Placing the dashes in the problem (either mentally or in
writing) provides a reminder that the quotient must have three
digits. Thus it must be between 100 and 999; This is an
algorithmic technique but highly useful in division;



Another approach relies on multiplication by powers of ten.
For example:

8 it4 1 8 7

Since 4187 is
greater than
800; the
quotient must
be greater
than 100.

Since 4187 is
less than
8000; the
quotient must
be less than
1000.

8 x 100 = 800

1000 = 8000

so 41rw; Tic-kat-it is -8re u'r&--

-than Ica 66.4 less -hart 1000.
-r+ rnus4 be in +rrte, hunareds!

This approach rewards mental arithmetic and develops a good
quantitative sense. Students adept at multiplication by powers
of ten can quickly obtain place value bounds on any quotient.

2. Finding the lead

76Tind the first
digit in the
quotient divide 8
into 41 as if you
were performing _
exact computation
This may not 8 R 4 1 8 7 a

always be the
closes number of
hundreds but will r Sd my es+ inicAe. .tib 500.
always be a lower
bound.
Furthermore; it
provides a good
estimate for the
quotient.

6 :J

3-7-2



Together these two steps provide an easy strategy for
estimating the quotient.

1. Identify the number of digits.

2. Find the lead digit.

There are certainly other approaches to estiTating quotients
(00miaatibl-;it number division will be introdued in Lesson 8) but
thiS 'ront7end strategy provides an easy to learn technique
Which Compl,Iments exact computation inruction and also
-r-OVides a NethOd for finding a good ,-.stimaced c-tntient.

TEACHING THE LESSON

Part I. Develop the two steps shown on TR_41. ST.ep 1, encourage
students to find the number ofdigit sliding their fina-P,
along until the number of digitsin ,4uotent is c iu, .

Placing a hash mark immediately above t`re appropriate
position provides a useful recoi. As _00h as they.doci6=-
the number of digits (Step 1) encourage them to dOterMii- :he
lead digit (Step 2); Be sure students realize th-_L t:hiS
procedure pr= '::es a good estimate.

Part II. 7 #2 encourages students to do the mental multiplication so
they can bound the quotient. ASk them to ;;lace a check on
the continuum but don't
push for too much
accuracy. You might
simply ask if it is
closer to one or the
other. You may 10 100 1000
mention that the
scale on the continuum
varies but don't make
a big deal of it

Part IIi. TR #3 allows students to make an estimate. The choice of
method is theirs. Encourage discussion of the different
strategies used Also__ask_them to make up a problem that
fits the data in the TRY THESE problems, (About how much
does Bill Ball make per week? per year?)

8=-7=.3



ANSWER KEY

1. 3

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 4

6. 3

7. 5

. 4

9. 4

10.

11. luu

12. 2.000

13. 300

14. 5.000

15. 400

16. 100

17. 5,000

18. 3,000

19. 1,000

20. 80,000

21. 400

22. 1,000

23. 10,000

24. 500

25. 600

26. 600

27. 6,000

28. 100,000

400

30. 7,000

31. 2,000

32. 10,000



A car cost $9750

About what will each
of the 48 payments be?

0 Are there enough
thousands? NO 4S 97561

4t. 3=== E

Are there enr-gh
hundreds YES

What is the
first digit?

THESE

8 MIT4
127.-frsat=1///10NR

1523

1

2

48 ) 975e

389 8/1772757

Where does the first digit go?

How many digits in the quotient?

What is the first digit?

8-7-TR1



TRY THESE:

56)1,705,238

365 r5857653

Total cost of tuition and books
at my college is $2645 a year.

About how much is that per month?

It's in the hundreds.

$10

* so

C=3E111:12r

10

ess
100

$100

20C

2545

$1000

over $200

1C

100 1000

Itssainowisas

1000
einraossma

100o0

100

73

104 ,

saziars.0

100000

..f.az.zra cr-Tumn.wrin-..mamosszon...4

10000

8-7-11Z2



y B. Ball earns $1,850,000 a serson.

if he plays 162 games,
abGut how much, -Ines
he earn per game?

162 F850000

TRY THESE:

52) 1850000

12 ) 185000W

Esthnate:
1=rEISC:===rEZ==7-'I

Make up a problem about Billy B. Ball that fits these problems.

7 (1
(R3



Decide how ,oany digit: are in each quotient.

3 .

5.

7.

9.

4)1
digits

digits

2.

4.

6.

8 .

10.

digits
6/2 5 4

digits
5/2 8 5 4

C:se, digits

5/8 4 7

_

9

c==r digits

digits

9/4 5 3 7 2

digits

3/7 51

co-o.

4/5 3 2 1 7

digits

7/4 3 5 16

digits
3/9 2 5 1 7/2 9 4 5 3

Record the lead digit estimate for these quotients.

11. 124/5 3 4 7/i 5135

. 14.6/T 805 9/4 J127

15. 5/2 16. 8).--15-

17. 6/3-i61 18. 9/3

19. 4/5 174- 20. 8/T-6f57-ff

8=7=0.1



Decide
the

21.

how many digits will
lead digit quotient.

4 a

be contained in

22.

each quotient then write

6/2546 7 /-8-37: F--

23. 5/6 1 7 4 5 24. 9/4 9 7 5

25. 8/5 5 8 4 26. 6/3 75

27. 7/4 3 5 2 / 28. 8/9 51 0 7 b

Circle the best estimat for these.

29. ,;0 4u0 40006/-2 5 5 9

30. 8/5 7 0 5 6 7 70 700 7000

31. 4/9 0 1 2 2 20 200 2000

32. 516 12 43 10 100 1000 10000



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 = LESSON 8

OBJECTIVE : To introduce_the compatible numbers strategy (!,Hsion
With 1- and 2-digit divisors.

TEACHER BACKGROUND

Division_is typically a difficult operation for students, especially
as the size of the numbers become larger. One of the important parts
of estimating a quotient is identifying its place value.

The 3 main steps of the COMPATIBLE NUMBERS strategy for division
presented in this lesson are:

1 Identifying the correct place value. This is a very_important
step which was established in the previous lesson. It Will n-elp

students avoid place value errors in_estimating quotients; which
are very common. Here is a review of the thinking process.

doestr-1- :96

( ;mit, 2 ..

5tes ;14) 27.

[ 3

0

T2 7 3 6

5,), there are 3 digits in the

quotient.

7 217.1.-3

Cnanging the dividend to a number which is_compatible with the
divisor. The term compatible numbers refers to a set of
numbers which are easily computed and alWays depends on the
operation being done.

7 j 7 3 6

1-2 8 0 0

(------
Charte, 1/3to Jr-o

5orne+hin 7 diuides
in-to evenly:

Finally; carry out the division.

7 / 2 8 0 0 is

7'1 8-8-1



In this lesson; students are introduced to this procedure first w.
one7digit divisors. Next; they apply the procedure to two- -digit
divisors by rounding the divisor.

Finally; a series of problems are presented where E-tidentz.: are free to
change both numerator and denominator to i-orm a compatible pair.

TEAL LNG THE LESSON

PART I. Use TR #1 to '--51p students develop the notion of COMPATIBLE
NUMBERS; Show the examples ' non-examples one at a time
until a student can verbalizt ;ihat COMPATIBLE NUMBERS are.

Ask students if the same numbers (say 64 and 8) are always
compatible? You might ask why 54 and 8 where changed to 60
and 8 in the second example; In fact the second and third
examples remind us that whether or not two numbers are
compatible depends on the operation involved;

PART II; Use TR #2 to develop the steps of the COMPATIBLE NUMBERS
strategy for division;

1; Emphasize thinking about the first steps of the
traditional long_division algorithm where would the
first digit be placed? Above which digit of the
dividend? Once this is_decided; you know how many
digits the quotient will contain.

2; Change the dividend so that it is close to the original
number but also a multiple of the divisor; In our
example; if the -'ividend were changed to 3200 it would
be .fenly divisible by 4; The dividend might also be
oh.- ged to 3600; although this would yield more error;
At this point encoura,je any reasonably close compatible
number;

3. Use the information obtained from the first 2 steps to
make an estimate.

These steps produce'a re-d-s-onable estimate; However some
students may v.vnt/to make some adjustments; If so; encourage
them to adjust tHeestimate by considering whether the actual
quotient is more or less than the initial estimate; In our
example; 3342 was rounded down to 3200 so our estimate is an
under-estimate; The refined estimate is "over 800." Simply
identifying it as over or ender takes advantage of
information that is easy to obtain and carries the estimation
process one step further;

Ask students to do the "TRY THESE." Discussion of their
estimates should include their choice of compatible numbers;
If adjustments were made; encourage descriptions of the
processes used.

8=8=2



PART IIi. Use TR #3 to illustrate the COMPATIBLE NUMBERS process for a
problem with a 2 digit divisor.

The divisor is `first r-junded to the nearest ten then the
process is carried out just as with 1-digit divisors.

Ask students to do the "TRY THESE." Discussion of their
estimates '11 likely produce different pairs of compatible
numbers. For example,

5 3)4 4 6 3

S0
5 0 j 4 0 0 0

90
5 Oi 4 5 0 0

Please encourage the sharing of different compatible numbers
and be sure everyone realizes that both estimates (80 and 90)
are reasonable.

Some students with a global view may use "other" pairs of
compatibles. For example,

2 86

3 0 j6 0 0 0 or 2 7/5 4 0 0
Either pair produces a reasonable estimate. It also reminds
US_that several "different pairs" of _compatile numoers may
exist for the same problem and provides an entry to the next
transparency.

PART IV. In many instances the div4sor can be left unrounded. _In other
eases both dividend and/or divisor can be changed to form a
compatible pair. This s_a more sophisticated process but one
which is an exciting challenge to many students.

TR #4 illustrates several examples of ho,:i this process might
work. Let your students study these examples and use the
process on the "TRY THESE." Encourage students to "thihk of
pairs of compatible numbers" until at least three different
pairs have been identified. It should be noticed that
"different pairs" will produce "different estimates." ThiS
is an important by product of using compatibles arl should be
recognized by students.

7 3 8-8-3



ANSWER KEY

3

2. 4

3. 3

4. 2

5; 2

6. 3

7; 3

8. 4

9. 3

Answers

10.

11.

1 2 .

1 3 .

14.

15.

16.

may

7

5

50

50

30

144

vary for numL_ 10-21

/ 3 500 or 7 /4 200
/ 6000
/ 4 0 0 0
/ 5 0 0 0
13500
/ 1 2, 0 0

12

0

12

70 / 0 .3 0 u

50 / 4 5 r
1 9 . 90 / 7 2 0 8

20. 15 / 4 5 0 30

21. 25 /-7:.) 0 30

22. 30 6 0 0 0

34 / 6 8 0 0
35 /-7 0 0 0
40 / 8 0 0 0

_ 3 . 25 / 7 5 0 0
30 / 750O

24. 1 4 / 2 8 0 0
1 5 / 3 0 0 0

8=8=4



25; 40 / 3 2 0 80

26. 19 / 3 8 0 0 200

27. 30 2 0 0 40

28. about 5200

29. about $70

30. about $20

31. about S30

8=8=5



These are not
assaszem=mozym

compatible numbers.

Whail

201VTAI1BLE NUMBERS?

The::e are
compatibc: numbers.

38 + 67 + -56 4313===":4=11 3 4- 65 + 50 + 50

64 g. 3 ....-------.--) 60 x 8

60
acamium=r

4

varasmossaor

8

4 2800

19Mtii

x 16) x
4

Compatible numbers are sets of numbers which are easily computed.

Make a
compatible set

8=.8.-TR1
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7.77)
1.J

need to
to the c4..'-'384 :molds
ll we have 42 many
.,-ADuseholds should be assigned to
eacro pet-?

42

7,r; r.-ally the number (c)f digits in the quotk,...t.

7-9

40 goes into 368

f.-
:2713sycl-r) -3mratibl, e r.-,

LC:

-4,--""'"

1..

2 d answer

2712'1415 83) 1: M2-9'
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.
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Decide how many digits are in each wratient.

di'gi

/4

/4 T7

digits digits

8 31 /18-67

digits.

=haft each -ricierLi. to -empatible nOMber.

O. 7 /332 11. 5 , 3b4

5 /

13 53 /4 37 /-1-

50
/

14. 48 /

Chartge e-ch tiVi81-cn a corlipatible 'lumber set anH

16. 141

-ET

17. 69 161-117-9

12. 49 4 3 1/
92 fl 1 /

20: 15 / 463

21. 26 1- 117-

180e to

6. 28 ,/-1 3,7 6 2'

59 -477

12. 8 /43T6

8/

28 /1 3, 7 6

30
------

8-3--p.1



Each problem heir has been.chahged into. sever forms--some which form

compatible sets aHd fiié WhiCh do Oot. Circle all sets of compatible numbers

for each problem.

22: 34 30, 0D 0U

3416-3-0-0.

30, 1 0

3577 TO 0

30/ / 1T0u

307-3-0TO 30, 7770 IF30/i

: 77°)C 25/8i

14 /7710-0

157-3 0 00

a o 14/ !

Chahge ono or both of the --imbers to form compatlble ,t. use

St tO UI VI

36

19

/ 7 3

-hsnoe to Ess_t_ima.;:e

In the chart so-ie credit sal e 1e purcha-se_vi-c and nUhbO

pf month: :_he buyer n.-?7 pay off ourchase a(-e. listed t the

month payment for

ITE.1 ld007HS

29.

30:

31.

MicrccoMpOter

Video Recordr

T.V.

Stereo

53793

51436

5 467

894

13

24

38

ESTIMATED COST
PEP MONTH

I3-8-p.2



!SF ESTIATION PROJECT
GRADE 3 LESSON 9

OBJECTIVES: TO r!i- -ouno'L,20tS j tractions and decimals
less tna:n 1.

To identity and operi.,:e on fracti ns and decimalS nea 0.

1/2, and 1.

TEACHER BACHTA'ROUND

Ascording to national .nhs ability tb estimate using
fraCtiCOS and decimals iestnan is very weak, Some.believe tois is
because of a poorconcebtUalbackground oOricerning rational numbers.
:n this lesson, atterion_will be. tocused ori.:using 0, 1/2, aid 1 as
reference points when dealing with rational .nwbers between 0 any. 1.

Soo-ciFi-callyiStOde-riS will be asked to study various fractions and
decimals and to dec:Ce which reverence number e co is closest to.
For examblo,

fit

iT
_L

0093496

2leVer5i aS

RACTI.ONS

IAThiciri 15 (7r1c_h

:79

,n this lesi n:

Reiative (J: e fraction compared to the referPnce
values 0. 2 For example

close to .

55 :1 the numerato- is very smal
compared to the deilominatcr.

)1 When the numerator is abb:;i:
the size of the denominator.

1

When the numerator is
in size to denominr .

close
.

1



. .

2. Is the tN,_.tion moce or less than it 1- Terence
Fdr example;

7/15 and 3/8 are each less than because
their numerator is slightly less tho
half the denominator.

7/8 i$ just less than 1 because the numerator is
just leSS than the denominator.

3. Selected Operations invo
For example,

aFCIMAIU

'-actions nea, 0,

Each is atoau.i 44167/8 x 12/13 00
produci j-s c 1; leSS 44 or t

3/8

1, Relative of mim-ed to reverence values
0; .5 1. For eaamp

.487 is about a hal-

.0049 is ,out O.

.927 is almost 1.

Significance of the digits. F_Mphass will be fccils-i on ne
digits immediately following the decimal poini- a example

Although .00983 contains many digi,:s4Hc is
because of the digits immediately fellow-1r

decimal point.

T7J-70,-ii.N.G_ THE LE: .0N

PART I. iew with smdents thi: idea of '.1'cidihO arr ch frattions
r 0; 1/2, and 1 as presented on the top Of TR #1. Emphas-:e
oaring- numerators and denominators. Ask students to classifj
of the f-actions given on the transparency.

.us attention gore closely now on specifit frattiOn$.. OnCe

.dents have identified 4/S' as near a half discuss whether
is more or less tnan 1/2. This could be descrbed in at

least 2 ways.

8-9-2



479 is
half o-1 9.

One numerator woHl
the fraction 1/2;
is less than 1/9;

s Ian

be 4 ../2 tc

st: its less. th-L-.. cc ct

TR #:3 provides an opportunity to discuss and raview these
ideas; Some students in your class will find these ideas
very easy while others will need more help;

TR 43 provides a discussion of 'how these ideas n be
extended to estimating sums of fractions;

?ART II; A parallel treatment of decimals between 0 and 1 i presented
on TR #4; However; the emphasis is not on comoar dmerators
and denominators but focuses on the digit (s)
following the decimal point; Remind students that
past the hundredths place serve mo-- to produce accurao than
anything else Although ;034 is s, -htly larger than .03
it -"7. 7 very Anor difference in mo! circumstances.
Menta,ly truncating the de,Its often -sens confusion aver
the size of such decimals;

ANSWER KEY

The reference odintS for th-Ease decimals are again 0, 5 (one-h-lf)
and 1:

4 5 11
7; 7; 21

a) I _la 2

7-01;

50 4 9

i-dr; 7, 19

c) 5 4 19

nn;

4; in 3 or 4
LE

4 or 5
9

50 or 51
101

8-9-3

7 Or 2
15



Answers mdy vary:

8 32
FT; 37 FT

6 .49; ;253; :057

.72, .501i .87

a) .05; :19111; .1

b) .6;6; .459; .506'

c) .947; .999; :9

9. leSS than

n. Jess than 1

11. less than 2

IP. less than 1

13. less thcn 2

14. less than

15. more th?.:n 1

16. more than 1



ci tis

7
C2C;SS

9

nun-. is 1-.°,i-ry sn:a/l
compL.'7.-)d to the

v,117l.s.n th. nume,vaI:ot-i" e.tbol9-7,

tho size cc th e rLizr.l.ori-Eri.

to the C1,-.:)61iC111,01c2,1,:,

o \\\

_ictier-,s belong? I)

close to 0 /

cicse to

rurnso, so .tina,',.;t ue

I

4 1 5 A 7

a

3
00 I 2

1.-1jUt Vi8t,s;r; than ;

H 13
9 3

1-'7:-Eiction-$ so th they a close- to but less than 1,



E--zZru..'neras

4

Jinicr fractic)ns are st kiss than

noon aac.ns are Ilus-c,

tr7= n (7.

than

rc'den

]oss than

OS 0

dose

nit 0

Fless GA-1:

.9j



ogethc,:r, Is
than 2 Oc.S.

9

11

jm must k. . .

2

0

Suppose Trac,:tions
are ac,,clet.. frile sum ms t be

,se less , are ac]de-z].
2

-. zacii tr "r,h,,an

Thc sum mu:.it be

added.

hy?

7-7; 7,./
2

4 -a.ss than 5 7 2 icp...ss than

5 mwe 9

+

13

+

3 i-no,:e than

4 4 + 8 ess than!ass
3 15 more .17:1.an

5 1:2 9 Inc73 than



77°
d

Loaf:: at thc r...! digits

-2

.L1 C.-, 7721

decma

a a a

3 tL,

Elea:

ar I

5--ki.Eq

PC 11

701

ts. decirlaL.

.490(3())31 .51C .;48e0,09

25 .)-.; (75700

50731-;,-- .3-0',)3c=0:11Y.'71

j 8-9-TR4



1: the fraction 2. Circle the tract Is greater

than than

2 5

j

5

'3-

8

5

9

1 /

25_ 1 I 4 50 19 4 2
_

36 9 100 5 101 21 7 , 17 19

Lit the three fractit's closest to :

closest to

c

A Fiii in ,iae numerator
co make these Fractions
near

21

9 101

15

5. Fill in the dehatin-a'tor
to make these fra-ction_
near bit greater nAn

.

0

5
0

'2

7

8=-9:0.1



6. Circle
than

the decimals
one-half.

less 7.

.49 .253

.6 .514

.7 .057

8.

Circle the decimals greater
than one-half:

.72 .09

.007 .4999

.501 87

.05 .947 .999 .50505

.516 .459 .10111 .1

List the three decimals closest to 0:

closest to

closest to 1:

Use what you know about fractions-and decimals to estimate the
best answer:

9;

13.

-T-

15. 6

is
more than 2

less than 2

10. is
more than 1

less than 1

more than 2
12;

more than 1

is .492 + .4857 is
less than 2 less than 1

;9 ;9571 is

more than 2 14.

less than 2

less than 1

is more than 1

more than 2

T-5

more than i

less than

less than 1

16. .517 +_8_ is
T5 more than I

More than 2

8-9-p.2



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 - LESSON 10

OBJECTIVE : To estimate problems of the type 114 of N;

To extend 1/4 of N;to produce an estimate for 3/4 of N.

To develop the idea of converting uncommon fractions within
an estimation situation to approximate common fractions;

TEACHER BACKGROUND

Many everyday situations use_fractions and most of these involve
common fractions -- 1/10; 1/4; 1/3, 1/2; 2/3; 3/4; 9/10; Others deal
With fractions of a_more precise_nature which often forces them to be
a bit messier -- 7/16; 3/134 29/38;

This lesson will focUt on how estimation with both common aid messy
fractions can be accomplished. Basically; the strategy will be to
change any "messy" fraction to an approximately equivalent common
fraCtiOn. Then_compute with this common fraction and adjust the final
estimate to reflect the change.

This Strategy provides further evidence of the power and diversity of
compatible numbers; As with other uses of the strategy, tie common
fraCtions selected depend upon the operation as well as the numbert
involved. Effective use of this strategy requires that students have
a good understanding of fractions; They also need practice in
Changing a "messy" fraction to a near common fraction and practice
computing with common fractions; This lesson will provide such
practice.

TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I. In estimating with fractions; it is important for students to
be able to identify and use the more common fractional
amounts (for example; 1/4; 1/3; 1/2; 2/3; 3/4, or 9/10). In
this leSson; we refer to these fractions as "nice" fractions
because they are easy to mentally compute with. List these
frattiOns on the board and discuss why they are called "nice"
fractions.

*"Nice"'fractions are those commonly used in
everyday situations;

*"Nice" fractions are easier to mentally
compute with than other fractions.

Use TR #1 to review how "nice" fraction computation can be
done mentally;

98 8-10-1



PART II.

PARNIII;

Multiplying by unit fractions (fractions whose-numerator
1) is simply a matter of dividing. For example:

of 280
4

>,-------,
-i-1-0.-r5 = he; same, as

Prattice this idea using the top portion of TR #1. For
problems whichinvolve a multiply of 3 unit fraction, this
same process can-'be extended

280
64.'5 3 firnes 11-4 a 280

Or 10 .

For estimating problems such as 1/3 of 290, we need to
Change the 290 so that it is compatible with 1/3. 1/3 of 290
is about 1/3 of 300 or 100- Let students discuss this idea
then practice it using the problems on TR #2. You might
present these problems orally one at a time or allow students
several minutes to do the set independently then discuss the
answers.

Suppose we need to make an estimate involving fractions which
are -not so "nice"? For example; how will we estimate 23/49
of 70? This is a fairly easy estimation problem IF we
can decide what 23/49 apprITates.

Review the following ideas discussed in Lesson

A fraction is
close to:

0 when the numerator is small
compared to the denominator.

.
when .Ine numerator is_about
the sire of the denominator.

1 When the numerator is very close
to the denominator.



Use TR #3 to begin discussion of how "messy" fractions can be
estimated. What "nice" fraction is 23/49 near? It is a

little less than 1/2 because the numerator is just slightly
less than half_the denominator. So, when estimating, 1/2 can
be used to replace 23/49.

23

49
50 50 or

Use the middle of TR #3 to help students practice finding
"nice" fractions near each of the fractions listed. Their

first step should be to identify whether the fraction is less
than or greater than 1/2; Next; they can change -the
numerator and/or denominator slightly to'search for a "nice"
number approximation;

The bottom of TR #3 provides opportunity for students_to
apply these "nice" fraction approximations in estimating.
Encourage students to first decide on the "nice" fraction_to
be used; next find a compatible number for it, then finally,
carry out the mental computation for their estimate.

ANSWER KEY

1; 4

2. 6

3; 8

4. 16

5. 16

6. 32

7. 60

8. 180

9. 510

10. 1020

11. 12

12. 630

Answers may vary for.exercises 13-20.

13; $50, $25

14. $120, $40

15. $120; $80

16. '$80, $20

17; $80, $60

18. $60; $10 0
8-10-3



19. $50, $10

20. 53500; $1400

21. 2/3

22; 1/4

23. 1/10

24; 1/2

25. 1/2

26; 1/3

27. 9/10

28; 3/4

29. 2/3

30; about $340

31. about 400

32; about 700

33. about 120

34. about 120

35. about 85

36. about 80;000

37. $25, $50

38. a) 530;000-$31;000

b) $2500=$2600

c) $70,000 - $80,000

I
8-=10=4



2

f 90 Ti of 280

of 800 To of 940

of 9600 I

of 360

-3- of 6300 of 8400

Use
4

040t1004:1
of 280 to find of 23044

MEININEMITIMMIZIO

TRY THESE:

of 660

ro of 250

eQM, o
EMIZIMMEINIZINNO

-3- of 660

iT) of 250

of 300 - of 300

102

iz) of 250

of 300

8=-10=-TR1



Change to a compatible set ,

then compute....

Of 117

TRY THESE:

of 3174
of 281

3
1
5 o X417

Of 7246

Seairch for a comtible set.

Compute.

3 of 3174
1 of 2813

Of 54175
3 of 7246
8

TRY THESE Es irnate the discount.

103 8-10-TR2



Estimate:

g- of 720 Clean the problem up: Think.. .

® What common fradtion is 23 near?49

11116261571611k 42M11211

Let's practice. Name a common fraction near each of these.

A

-4
qt.!

171

TRY THESE:

Estimate...

17 14 7 16
'13 L7-3 279 30

of 679 27-4/4 of 3219

1,1: of 889

of 4204 16
ZO

of 878

of 840

104 8=104R3



Mentally compute:

4.

7.

10.

of 24 =

Of 40

of 240

of 1530

2; 1

5.

18

48

8. 3
-4. of 240

11.
16

=

Name

3. 1

2_
of

Of

40

48

1530

=

=
6;

=

=,

Rewrite using a compatible number. Then use it to make an estimate.

13.

14.

$49.95

of $118.99

15. 2
of $118;99

17.

18.

19.

:78.95

of $78.95

of $61.36

of $48.88

20. 2
of $3488

f 1260

OSSara.7,...40

tg=s3.°V

1302"10

Estimate:

1

3.
Estimate:

2

7
Estimate:

Estimate:

Estimate:

Estimate:10"-10

1 Estimate:

2
-5-

Estimate:000100..-,*

105



Find a 'nice" fraction from this list
that is near each "messy" fraction;

2 3

7TO 21

21. 20
-3T

22; 23; 9
19 91

24. 15
-3T

25. 19 26. 9

40 28

92 28. 61 29. 40
771 80 59

Use "nice" fractions to estimate the result.

30. 15

32. 10

$680

3495

34. 40
-59- of 180

1599

360

35. 1G
of 850

36 The newspaper reported that unemployment had reached of the working

force in Detroit. Estimate the number of unemployed people if Detroit

has a working population of 323;400.

37. Estimate_the discount and the new price on a tennis racket which sells
for $74.95 and is advertised tO-5-T7-3-7off.

DISCOUNT: SALE PRICE.

38. Property tax is_based on the assessed valuation of property; The
assessed valuation is 1/3 of the real value; Estimate the assessed
valuation of the following properties:

Property Real Va1u Assessed-Valuation

House $92;500

Car $7;600

Farm $237;500

9



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 LESSON 11

OBJECTIVES: To review and practice the COMPATIBLE NUMBERS strategy for
whole number division.

To extend the COMPATIBLE NUMBERS concept to mixed
operations.

TEACHER BACKGROUND

This lesson reviews the COMPATIBLE NUMBERS_strategy for division and
extends it to multi-step problems._. COMPATIBLE NUMBERS are those
combinations of numbers which permit mental .computation For example;
289 4 14 can be thought of as 280- 4 14 since this'is easier to

'mentally compute than 289 4 14.

Students should be- made- aware that there are frequently different sets
of COMPATIBLE NUMBERS which wileach provide good estimates. For
examplei_289 14'can be thought of as 300 :4 15 (or about 20). ThiS
is- especially true when more than 2 numbers are involved or it is a
multi-operation problem; An example will help illustrate this idea.

321 _X-9_ could be expressed as

17
1. 320 x or 180

2

2. 340 x 9 or 180
17

3; 320 x 10 or 160
20

Throughout this_lesson encourage_students to discuss the different
possible sets of COMPATIBLE NUMBERS for each problem. They should
also begin to develop generalizations about which numbers in the
problem are more efficiently changed;



LEACHING THE LESSON

PART I. Use TR #1 to review the COMPATIBLE NUMBERS strategy for_division
taught in- Lesson #8. Emphasize that the strategy allows you to
cange the numbers so that they permit mental computation. There
are different ways these problems can be reformed so all
reasonable combinations ShOUld be allowed;

The_exercises at the bottom Of the transparency provide practice
in earching for and using COMPATIBLE NUMBERS. Sharing different
solutions -to these exercises will strengthen students' skills
with COMPATIBLE NUMBERS.

PART II. TR #2 illustrates now the- COMPATIBLE NUMBERS strategy can be used
when we are estimating multi-step problems_withboth
multiplication and diVision. Again; students should initially
step back and take a global look at the entire problembefore
searching for a way to take advantage of COMPATIBLE NUMBERS.
Without thit search, the problem could be unmanageable.

PART III. TR#3illUStrateS hOW fractions are often used with COMPATIBLE
NUMBERS. Students should be aware that they have the flexibility
to_replace_SOme numbers in the computations with COMPATIBLE
NUMBERS. Once these choices are made they can mentally compute
the estimate using a logical and convenient order of the
operations.

Mastery ofthis work with COMPATIBLE NUMBERS and MUlti=ttep
problett takes_time. Nevertheless understanding this process
provides powerful estimation skills that have wide appli,ation.

USING THE EXERCISES:

Students will likely reed more practice to feel comfortable with the
concept presented -in this lesson. You may_wsh to do the student sheets
in class, discussing various problems as students work.

ANSWER KEY:

1. 45/15

2. 720/80 9

3. 19 /.3 20 20

4. 3600/40 90

5. 25 7-7 JO 0 300

6. about 6

7. 20=-(t

8; S2000-; $400+, $100 -

a) 4 x 600 = 2400

b) 300 x 8 = 2400

8- 11 -2





10

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

a)-. 20 x 14 = 280

ID) 600 x = 300

C) 6000
200

or 200 360
= 800 or 190 x =

31)

a) 8 x 2500 . 20;000

b) 5000 x 4 = 20;000

180
360 = 720x

g0

3000-3600

400-500

7-8

14-24

90 §b

10
8-11-3

760



About how many miles
per gallon did I average?

If I round
I get

11 T37r)
Yuk!

Compatible numbers are:

330 or 101771:7 or 12T37;

What makes these numbers compatible?
m.

What is your estimate?

TRY THESE:

Find compatible numbers for each of these, then estimate.
Try to do them all in 2 minutes!

29
1. armsamire

15

2. 713
92

3. 15 3-777

4. 1_2

5. 23 r

6. 2408
59

110 8=11=TR1



How Can we estimate:

348x 17
9

C It could be made easier
As with compatible numbers!

We dmilldi

TRY THESE:

Use a compatible set of numbers!

1. 478 x 36
7

2. 71_6=k_65
8

or

3. S6 x 217 x 58
19

4. 94x 198x 14
7 x 46

3_50x20
10

350 x 2

700

8-11-TR2



Let's estimate:

5

TRY THESE

1. 6 x 19
37

9_11_ 17
35

or

3. 18 x 59
21

2. 15 37 491 4. 94 x 46 x 14,
62 7 X 198

112 8=11=TR3



Find compatible numbers for each problem. Then estimate.

1. 46

2. 719
83

3;

4. '3509
39

5. 26 r7643

Change to Estimat

6. The fastest barber on record shaved 368 faces in one hour; About how
many faces were shaved each minute?

7.

At this price, about how much does
a cup of milk cost?

8. My salary is $22,700 per year. About how much do 1 make per month?

per week? per day?

Each problem below has been set up several ways using compatible numbers.
Find the estimate using each way.

9 . 293 x 6 4 9

78

(a) 2 8 0
x (b)

300 6 4 0600-TT 8 0

10. 613 X 1 4

27

(a) 6 00
30 x 14 (b) 600 x

113

(C) 600 x 10
30



11. 4_9_5_6 -x- 2389
6 1 2

( a) 4_80 0

600
2500

12. Find 2 ways to do this problem.

1 86 x 3 64

9 1

Make estimates for these:

13. 5_61 x 412
73

14. 31 x 435 x 19
59 x 9

15. 652
21 x 4

16; 312 x 248 x 28
39 x 49 x 58

(b) 5000 2400
600

111 R = 11 - n _ 2



NSE ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 = LESSON 12

OBJECTIVE: To develop estimation skills when multiplying or dividing by
numbers near a power of ten;

TEACHER BACKGROUND

Students are introduced to the "nice" numbers estimation strategy in
thit lettbn. "Nice" numbers; as we are using the term; are those
hUMbart which al/ow mental computation to be performed quickly and
easily. "Nice" 'umbers considered here are powers of ten (e.g. 1, 10,
100),

The "nice" numbers strategy involves a technique in which students
round selected numbers to "nice" numbers (e.g. 1.031:::'1; 9.94=10)
and then perform the indicated operations. After these operations are
performed; a study is made to see if the refined estimate should be a
little more or a little less. The following example illustrates the
entire process;

45.6 x 9.98

45.6 x 10

456

less than 456

or 456

TF1iNK
0 Q Thai's like.

rnua-flp19 inA by 10

npludA;opivr;15 by a number-
less 10 So my answer
shot: 6j fac less Than A156.

Prior to teaching this lesson you may want to review multiplication
and division by powers of ten;

TEACHING_THE__LESS6^1

PART I: Provide examples of "Nice Numbers" using TR #1. "Nice
Numbers" are those which make computation quick and easy.
Point out that frequently numbers occur which are near these
"nice" numbers. Give several examples -- than have students
add to the list. Use the bottom of the transparency to, have
studentsselect the numbers which are near "nice" numbers
and state which "nice" numbers they are near.

8 12 1

11



Note: The acceptable range for these numbers will be
determined by_the context of the problem in real-life
situations. However, for our lesson, numbers near
10 will generally be between 9 and 11, while numbers
near 100 will generally be between 95 and 105.

PART II: Use the Calculator Worksheeti(TR #2) to begin collecting and
recording estimates for problems such as 23 x .97.

sAmdenf

ellimaks

Ask for estimates of the product from several students. For
example,

23 x .97
What is .97 near?

What will the product be near?

Encourage students to think of .97 as "a little less than
one." For example,

Tr' INK

.q7 is a i #tie less
40.2eLn r so Ike pnxive4

is a ii f-! iess 4411anj

esTrum "4 Jiff le (es -4410,n g3, r'II scud aa-N

These.estimates_should be- recorded, then the exact answer
can be found using the calculator.

.q7 1.014

41

III261Z FirkA
mad

all5wer-

116 8 12 2



Continue in this manner estimating 892 x .97. Repeat this
process with_several_other_numbers near nice numbers (e.g.
1.04, 9.8, 10.9, 97.2; 103). -PiCk and choose problems
from -the chart as you wish. Students will not need to
complete the whole chart before going 00;

Students should be encouraged to seek a pattern:and
verbalize this pattern when observeth

Pattern: Given a number near N; where N = a power of ten,
the product of this number and any other number
is found by multiplying by N and then adding or
subtracting an adjustment (compensation) determined
by whether the given number was greater than or
less than N.

The compensation (adding or subtracting the adjustment)',is
a complex process. Students need.to realize that the degree
of accuracy depends on the situation, but exactness is not
the objective. In this lesson, stress determination of
whether the exact answer is more than or less than the
initial estimate.

PART III; Use the same process for division by near-nice numbers on
TR #2; Help the students notice that the- pattern is now
reversed; When dividing by a number greater than N, the
adjustment is subtracted. When dividing by a number less
than N, the adjustment is added. This is a more complex
concept and will need plenty of discussion.

For example,

23 .97

10

V.3

711 itJ

2. Know --Fh4+ 4heye
e2 3 ones 073,
is strleXci- -than I so There
mus-f be more. +ham .q7 I

in ,23,

63:71

EsrmtsTrE : "More 4hodi

Students will need to see a variety of examples to help
them incorporate this idea.

1 8 12 = 3



PART IV: Superyised Practice (use TR #3)

Refer to the two_examples provided and he have the students
try- the -six problems; It is suggested that students share
'estimating strategies orally with the class. Specifically;
they should 'be encouraged to verbalize how they move from
their rough estimate to their refined estimate.

In many cases the refined estimate could simply be expressed
by using the words "more than" or "less than" and written
with the symbols. + or -; For example;

Estimate
Problem Rough Refined

430 x 10.2 4300 4300+

430.; 10.2 43 43-

115 T NG THE- EXERCISES

Worksheet #1 should be done immediately following the presentation of the
lesson. It will give you a quick check on how well the students have
picked up on the ideas presented.

ANSWFR KEY

1. 4600 4600- or 4500

2. 782 782+ or 785

3. 840 840+ or 845

4; 673 673+ or 680

5. 5420 5420+ or 5430

6; 29;8 29.8+ or 30

7. 425;000 425;000+ or 430;000

8; 86.7 86;7+ or 87

9. 342 342+ or 350

10. 168 168+ or 170

11. 520 520- or 510

12. 8.46 8.46- or 8

13. 12.38 12.38+ or 13

14. 436.7 436.7- or 436

8 - 12 4
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15. 559.55

16. 8654.69

17. 2.999

18. 80.86

19. 41.28

20. 86.57

21. 53990.74

22. 6.999

23. $1.40-$1.60

24. yes

25. less

26. $475-

27. 32.5-

28. 37+

29. 2600+ miles

30. $5.40+

31. $110,000-

32. more

119



3x1

85+ 1

40 + 10

67 x 10

58 x 1_00

2500 100

Why are the underlined numbers called "nice" numbers?

* *

* *

1.09

Numbers Near Nice Numbers * *

Find the numbers below which are near nice numbers
and state which nice numbers they are near.

23.4 781 3.6 .96

78 9.86 102.9375

97 1.127 17.2 10.4 135

* *

12u 8=12-TR1



Calculator Worksheet

Near 1 Near '10 Near 100

1.04 10.9 972 2

tl

892

,......................._

Near 1 Near 10 Near 100

ica'
.8 10.9 X7.2 103.

892



Ettimat:
0-*
430 x 10.231 430 x 10

4300

430 10.231

I'm multiplying by
something bigger

than 10, so it's
a. more than 4300.

Estimate:
430 10.231

rm dividing by a number
bigger than-10, so it
will be less than 43.

TRY THESE:

4300+
or about 4400

430+ 1C).

430 10
43

43'-
or about 42

t 485 x .985 2. 7800 4,- 9.61

3. 175 x 1 053 4. 56 x 97.8

5..862 = 1.03 6. 35,000:1104

122

Refined estimate

1

Rough estimate

Refined estimate
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We need 37 Fun Day tickets
They cost $9.75 each;

NAME

rake a quick estimate on these and then adjust.

quick
estimate

adjusted
estimate

1.

3.

QUICK ADJUSTED

2.

4.

782 x

673 x

QUICK ADJUSTER

460 x 9;75 1.05

84 x 10.3 1.08

5. 542 x 10.29 6. 29.8 x 1.1

7. 425 x 1015 8. 86.7 .98

9. 3420 9.78 10. 16;800 99

11. 52;000 102.7 12. 8460 1029

13. 12;380 991 14. 4367 10.04

Here are the calculator reSUltS. One is_correcti the other is wrong. USe estimation to
help find the correct answer and circle it.

15; 589 x ;95 559.55 629.945

16; 89576 10;35 8654.69 9271.16

17; 35;75 11.92 426.14 2.999

18. 87 i 1;076 80.86 93.61

19. 387 i 9;375 36;28 41.28

20. 85;397 986.43 86;57 83.64

21; 53;6 x 1007;29 53;990;74 52;864.50

22; 6;7 ;9573 6.257 6.999

123
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Use estimation to find reasonable answers for these problems.

23. Your grocery store sells hamburger for $1.39 per_pound.
If you buy a package_of hamburger that weighs 1.08 lb.;
estimate what you will pay.

24. Suppose that 1 liter bottles of cola are_on sale for 990
a piece and_you are going to buy 24 bottles for the
church picnic. Will $24.85 be enough money to pay the
bill?

25. A racer averages 9.9 miles per hour when running long
distances. Will a marathon race about 26 miles long
take more or less than 3 hours?

26. The owner of the Sound Shop has 475_tapes in inventory
and makes about_950 on each tape sold. Estimate the
profit if all of the tapes were sold.

27. The Brocks drove 325 miles on 10.2 gallons of gasoline.
Estimate their mileage.

28. The Harts drove 370 miles on 9.85 gallons of diesel
fuel. Estimate their mileage.

29. Let's suppose that a cross country train is able to
maintain an average speed of 107__mph from_8:30 a.m.
until 10:30 a.m. the next day. Estimate the distance
the train would cover in this amount of time.

30. There are 97 students in the 8th grade class o
Jefferson Jr. High. They are planning a trip which
will cost a total of $540. Estimate the amount each
student whould pay to cover the expenses of the trip.

31. If 9960 people bought tickets_to_s REO Speedwagon
in concert; and the tickets sold for $11.00 each; then
estimate the total gate receipts for the concert.

32; The typical American eats 96;3 pounds of beef each
year. If the average price of beef is $2.42 a pound;
would each spend more or less than $200 a year on
beef?

124
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NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 = LESSON 13

OBJECTIVE : Tb apply the FRONT-ENDand ROUNDING strategies to problems
inVOlving mixed numbers (fractions and decimals).

TEACHER BACKGROUND

Students have already_been introduced to several strategies for
estimating._ In this lesson we will work with mixed numbers. The
first question which will be considered is:

When is the fraction or decimal portion
of a number significant enough to be considered
in making an estimate?

For_eXamplei_in problems -(a) and (b) below; the fractional parts can
be ighbred without sacrificing accuracy in the estimate. Whereas in
problems (c) and (d); the fractional portion in both problems is
Significant and cannot be ignored.

a. 38./ + 78-15

4,037 x 51,7

c. 3s x 28

d. 3,98 + 7;79 + 3,465

Why can the fractional (decimal) portion be ignored in some cases but
not in others?

The bottom line is the effect it has on the estimate,
Which is_related to the operation as well as the
numbers involved._ For example; in (a) a rounded
estimate is uneffectedby the fractional parts.
However; _in (d)_the size of each addend is relatively

-small and therefore ignoring the decimal portion
completely will produce more error;

This sense of appreciation for the most important part of a number is
critical in estimating and needs to be continually fostered with
students.

The same thinking process and strategies can be applied when
estimating either fractions or decimals; _Henceiin_this lesson they
are treated together. It -is hoped that this parallel treatment of
decimals- and fractions will give students a better appreciation of
the commonalities between theM.

TWO estimation strategies will be used with mixed numbers -- FRONTEEND
and ROUNDING. Generally; the FRONT-END processis applied to additiOn
while the ROUNDING process is used with either addition or
multiplitation. In both strategies adjustments should be encouraged
as estimates are refined;

8=13=1



TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I: In many real-life _appliCatiOnt_Of MiXed numbers; the
fractional part of the_nuMber isinsignificant; That is; it
represents such a small part of the number that it can be
ignored when estimating. At other times; the fractional
amount is a tighificant part of the number and cannot be
ignored.

Using TR #1;_lObk first at problems where the fractions and
decimal portions are insignificant as compared to the whole
number. StUdents should understand that often these can be
ignored,_Only the WhOle numbers are needed to make a
reasonable estimate.

Why -are only the
1564 4 i914 whole numbers

important in making

+2894 94.03 141;968 an estimate?

Help students notice that the fractions are a negligible amount
as compared to the_whole number. They would be difficult to
work with and provide very little pay off.

Consider the next 3 examples on TR #1:

1.98

4-349
8

2190

Why are the fraction
and decimal parts
important?

Suppose they are _

ignored -- how would
the estimates change?

The fractional parts AC make a difference here -- they are
tighificant part of the number and will need to be dealt with
When forming an estimate. This is in part because the WhOle
numbers are relatively small; but not solely for that reason.
Consider for example the last problem on TR #1:

40.73 x 2.89 What is important?

What can be ignored?

Here is an example which contains a decimal portion which can
be ignored (40. 73 ) and one which cannot be ignored (2. 89 ).
To estimate the answer; you might round 40.73 to 40 and 278.9
to 3 to produce 40 x 3 or 120.

126 8=13=2



Discuss each of_the examples at the bottom of TR #1 with
students emphasizing which parts of each problem are
signifitant and Which are not; Also mention thateXperience
is a great tea-cher; As we use many differentdeOital-s and
fractions_our judgment of significant and insignificant
parts will irprove;

PART II: Ask students_to_use both FRONT-END and ROUNDING to estimate
the sums on TR_#2; As they estimate using FRONT=END with
adjustment, help them group fractions easy to compute.

For example,

2i0

Fron+ - End)
1 4- 4-3 + 4 -= I©

0. -0
-0

1")

tES77MA-Ti---> 12.

Use TR #2 and #3 to show students fraction and decimal
estimation using both strategies. Let them discuss which
strategy might be best for each problem (i;e; which is
easiest, which is most accurate);

PART III: TR #4 illustrates the process of estimating products by
firSt4 ROUNDING to the nearest whole number; second;__
MULTIPLYING and third; ADJUSTING if possible; Equivalent
decimals_and_fractions are used in the example (3 3/4 = 3.75

5/8 = 1.625); This illustrates further the
similarity in the process for fractions and decimals;

The adjusting procedure is the same for fractions as was
applied to whole numbers:

If both factors .are:

rounded up an over estimate results

- rounded down ---4an under estimate results

If one factor is rounded up and one rounded down; a
closer examination is necessary to decide if the
estimate is an over or under estimate; Generally, if
one factor is rounded up and one down, the initial
estimate is a good estimate;



ANSWER KEY

1; 8 x 9

2. 40 X 30

3. 120 + 140

4. 400 + 1600

5; 3 x 400

6. 5 X 9

7. Each fraction is less than z and is lOtt if rounding is used (because
each might be rounded to 0). Sihte there is no "FRONT-END" whole
number for these problems some groupihg and adjusting is necessary.

8. If rOunding is used an estinate of 9 is produced. Adjustment is
heeded to take advantage of the decimal portions.

9. low

10. high

11. high

12. low

13. low

14. low

15. low

16; low

17. 25-30

18. 55=60

19. 20-25

20. ii -i2

21. 20722

22. 525=575

23. 50 -61.5

24; 2-2.5

25. 25 -30

26; 28 -28k

27. 900-980

28; 10-15

29. 105=116

30; 19-20

31. yes

32; yes 34. about $100

33. $55=-60 35; about $240

8-13-4
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WhiCh fraction and decimal portions
are important in making a good estimate?

About how much weight
is on this elevator?

156 y 289 -Er

Weight*

94.03 141.968

4.9 4 x 19

3.49 lb.

About how much beef
is this altogether'?

1.98 lb..

1 15

8
9

40 73 x 2.89

TRY THESE
Which of the fract!onal parts are important?

1.

2.

7 5 3 1a, 53 If 2

4. 4 x212

129



Adding Fractions

About how many yards
of cloth do we have?

To estimate the sum we Could::

ram

TRY THESE:

OEM DOM

VIM+ PAM. law, 1 +2+3 +4 =lp

12

Estimate each sum in two ways, by rounding and by front-end.

-4
5

2
10

7
8

2-
6

7 11
8 12 4

Rounding
Front-end

Rounding
Front-end

Rounding
Front-end

alIONSIOMP

Think!
1 r Each of the addends

130

is close to so
the sum is about
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TRY THESE:

Adding Decimals

3.36

2,104

5.426

1,79

Estimate the total weight;

3-i-2+5+2 12

3+2+5+1=11
Plus about 2 more 13

WOMB
MMUS,

Where did the
2 more

come from?

9.46 + 7.2 + 3.3 + 4,432 -/) Round:

Front-end:

2. 4.296 + 1.0432 5.42 0.34

3. 2.43 + 9.21 + 1.46 + 3.98 "---*

4 1.78 3.04 0.462 0.89

5. 34.2 + 41.3 + 17.926

131 8=13=TR3



Multiplying

335 x1462.5

To estimate the product.

1. Round both factors to the nearest whole nuMber

3.75 k L625

4 it 2

2. Multiply

3
15-x

4 8
vr4 x 2

3 Adjust by thinking about how you rounded

Both numbers were
rounded up, co. ..

TRY THESE:

Less than 8 What if both numbers
were rounded down?

3,

3
9

5
1

4

95
6

x

x

8

4i
2

4.

5.

6,

5.368 x 4.25

27.27 x 8.46

What's really
mportant?

38,43 42,1893./x

132 8-13-TR4



ananas

pound

'That ' s about \

$1.50
\awl_ These were the

numbers used.

Decide whiCh nUMbers were probably used for these estimates.

ESTIMATE

1. x

2. 42.328 x 28.4325

3; 119-- 134-

4. 359.3 1602;71

6. 4;7 x 9;016

72

1200

260

2000

1200

45

NUMBERS USED

Tell why Some adjUttment is needed on these problems regardless of whether
FRONT=.END or ROUNDING is used;

8.

12 ,

4.33

37

+ 5.28

2 4

+

+ .404

5_

TT

LOOk at these estimates; Then decide if the estimate is too high or too low.

high high
9. 24

7
10 id- 7

11

4 low -D- -72. 2 1OW

high
600

low

13. 431 . + 51.023 94

15. 4.1075 x 3.093 12

high

10W

high

1OW

12:

14.

high
1277 low

high
5-

9
+ 12

10 low

16. Sd x 8.023
high

40
low



Estimate Lhese.

-1 -2
17. x (4,4

19;

21. 4.17 x 5.03

23; 42.187 1 ^0.932

25. x

27. 4 x 194;

29. 284 x 4.06

Use estimation to solve theSe prObleMs.

18. 94-- x

20

22. 18.219 x 29.71

24. .3075 1.825

26; 5$
8 9

28. .875 X 1

30. 3.076

4

31; We need 10 pounds of beef for the chilli. We have 3 packages marked 3.275;
4.027, and 2.834 lbS. DO we have enough beef?

32. I bought 18.2951 galloh-s of gas at $1.399 per gallon. It $30 enough to pay
the attendeht?

33. The coat requires 4 Yards of material. It costs $11.87 a Yard. About how
much will the material cost fOr the coat?

34 Our wall is 8 feet high and 244 feet long. It is to be paneled with cedar
which costs 49c a square fOOt. About how much will the paneling cost?

35; The hallway is 29
2
feet long and 38- feet wide. Carpet costs $2.04 a square

foot, Which includes installatiOn. About how much will it cost fbr the newcarpet?

8-13-p.2
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NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 - LESSON 14

OBJECTIVF : To develop estimation skills with 1%; 10%; and 100% of a
number;

TEACHER BACKGRallia

Many estimation problems involve percent; Students without a clear
understanding of percents become confused when computing with them.
Without an intuitive feel for percentsjreasonableness of answers
involving percents is impossible to develop.

This lesson is devoted to increasing understanding and awareness of
these three key percents.

100%

10%

Thcd's EVER4TT41(16.

.01

1

1

10
I

100

As you can see students need a good grasp of_percent, detiMalt; and
fractions. Ute of these percents in estimation situations will lead
to greater wid&ttandihg of percents. It will also pave the way for
extehdihg compatible numbers to percents as we have already done with
other numbers.

TEACHING THE LESSON

PART I. Help students fill in the appropriate percent (1%, 10%; or
100%) in TR #1. We want them to rely on an intuitive sense
for these answers. You might point out that 100% i8
everything, so it is the easiest to find. You might also
call attention to patterns such as:

250 x 1 = 250 950 x 1 = 250

250 x .1 = 25 oR 250 x "T; 25

250 x .01 = 2,5 250 x = 2.5



PART II. TR #2 provides a visual reminder of important mental
computation patterns._ Either frattions or decimals can be
used. It is an individual choice, and often depends on the
numbers involved.

Discussion of the TRY THESE thOUld include not only the best
answer but a description of how it was determined; Hopefully
students will share several different ways of deciding which
answer is best.

PART III. These special percents (1%; 10%; 100%) can often be used With
compatible numbers to produce good estimates. TR #3 provides
some practice thbOting compatibles and then making estimates.
EntoUrage discussion of how to decide if the estimate used
should be accompanied by + or -;

ANSWER KEY

1. 14

2; 45

3. 18

4; 375

5. 1.95

6. 45

7. 9

8; .75

9. leSs

10. more

11. leSs

12. more

13.

14. less

15. leSs

16. $16.70

17. 8.3

18. 11,107

19. 560

20; 5570

21. 8

22; 100

23. about$240





24. 150=180

25. 140-147 pounds

26. about $75

137



used 1%,10 %,100%

250
25

25

My answers got mixed up.

TRY THESE

111111=111111111 of 25000 = 2500

of 25000 = 250

Of 25000 = 25000

of 321 = 32.1

of 321 = 3.21

of 321 2: 321

138

% of 250 = 250

% of 250 = 25

% of 250 = 2.5
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Save 10%

TRY THESE:

0
0

10% of $370 = $37

Choose the best answer.

100% of 890 (8.9 89 890 )

10% of $2570 ( $257'0 $257 $2570 )

10% of $59.00 $5.90 $.59 $59 )

1% of $999 ( $999 $99.90 $9.99 )

100% of 88.80 ( 88.80 8.88 .888 )

1% of $34200 ( $34200 $3420 $342 )

139 8-14=-TR2



About how much
is the sales tax?

3

Choose compatibles

Compute

Adjust

TRY THESE:

Subtotal
$58.68

Tax ?

Sales Tax RAte
9.2%

9.2% is
about 10%.

$58.68 it
about $60.

10% of $60 = $6

$6--

9.6% of 850 =

1. % of 2800 V.-.16

98.6% of 534 =

10.23% of $670 =

%
of $375 =

140 8-14-TR3



Circle the answer.

Name

1. 70% of 140 1.4 14 140 1400

. 100% of 45 .45 4.5 45 4500

3. 1% of 1800 1.8 18 180 1800

4. 100% of 375 3.75 37;5 375 3750

5, 10% of $19.50 1.95 19.50 195 1950

6. 1% of $4500 45 450 4500 45000

7. 10% of 90 9 90 900 9000

. 100% of .75 .75 7.5 75 750

A quick estimate has been fbunJ for each problem; You. decide if the adjusted
estimate should be more or less.

9. 9.65% of $45

QUICK
ESTIMATE More Less

$45

10. 1.03% of 855 8.55

11. 98.3% of 7475 7475

12. 10.53% of 1409 1409

13. 1.23% of 651 6.51

14. 95.3% Of 11,540 1140

15. 9.67% of 85 8.5

141



Which of these adjusted estimates is most realistic.

16.

17.

9.32%

11.4%

of $180

of 75

$19.30

8.3.

$16.70

6.7

18. 97% of 11,450 11,800 11,107

19. 91 1/8% of 640 720 560

20. 9.67% of 57,600 6000 5570

21. 9/10% of 860 9 8

22. 10.45% of 960 100 90

Use estimation to solve these problems.

23. The salesman earns 9.75% of the selling price for
commission. About how much will he make on a car
sold for $2450;

24. The city has a sales tax of 7/8%. About how much
goes to the city on a sale of $19.95?

Nearly 98% of our body weight is water; About
how much water does a 150 pound person contain?

26. The current interest rate is 10.37%. About how
much interest will a deposit of $700 earn in a
year?



NSF ESTIMATION PROJECT
GRADE 8 LESSON 15

OBJECTIVE : To develop skills with commonly used percents.

TEACHER BACKGROUND

Many real-life problems involve percents and lend themselves to
computational estimation._ This lesson builds onto the- previous lesson
but is extended to other "nice number" percents_". 25 %, 33 1/3%;
and 50 %). It involves changing percents to equivalent or nearly
equivalent fractions; and using them to apply "nice number" strategies
from earlier lessons; Here is an example:

How much will you save?

35% OFF!

1/3 of $60 is $20

ESTIMATE: $20+

As you can see, once again students need to have a good grasp of
Percent along with general relationships between percents and
fractions before doing this lesson.

TFACHTNR THE LESSON

PART I; Show only the vertical listing of fractions from TR #1 and ask
students to copy them in the same order_on their paper. Now
show the entire transparency and help students match these
percents with fractions; Point out that we will often find
the fraction form easier to work with when estimating.

The 1/2% probably deserves special mention; Ask students for
any real-world examples such as

1/2% butterfat in milk;
a special sales tax;
change in inflation rate.

Also help students distinguish 1/2% from 1% and 50%.

1/2% is less than 1%, in fact, it's half of 1%.



PART II. TR #2 shows how percents can be translated to fractional
fOrm then used with a compatible number to make good
estimates. Emphasize the importance of the selection of a
compatible number or the fraction involved.

AS thit prOblem is being discussed; you might ask which is
more important when something is being bought on sale:

"AbOUt hOW Muth is saved from the regular price?"; or

_
"What is the approximate price paid for the item?"

This directs students' attention_to the bottom line; namely
which is the better buy. Generallygood estimates are
sufficient to make thit decision.

PART III. Sometimes we run ihto_messy percents; _i.e. percents which
do not have a common frattiohal edUivalent_such as 11M In
these cases we will usually make use of a "nice number"
percent that is close to the messy percent. TR #3 provides
several applications of percents. Encourage students to
search for a "nice number" percent to use that will result
in a compatible set to compute with.

ANSWER KEY

1. 1/4

2. 1/5

3. 1/3

4. 1/2

5. 1/10

6. 1/10

7. 1/4

8. 1/5 or 1/4

9. 1/20

10. $80, $40

11. 1/4 of $80; $20

12. 1/10 of $80, $8

13. 1/5 of $450, $90

14. 1/10 of $900; $90

15. 1/3 of $4500, $1500

16. low

17. low

18. high

144
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19. high

20. low

21. high

22. low

23. high

24. about 4

25. about 12

26. about 310

27. about 300,000

28. about 1,800

29. a) about $90

b) about $300

c) about $150

30. about $20

31. about $600

32. about $4.00

33. about $2.25,
about $12.75

145



These popular percents
are more "nice"

numbers.

I
200-

110

5

3

5

2

3

1=

8=15=TR1



TRY THESE:

2.

Save aboutlam Approximate price
Better buy

25Z OFF

Save about
Approximate price

41111111111110 Better buy

502 OFF

aMMINIII

Save about
Approximate price

Better buy

1f 8=15=TR2



Estimate each problem by finding\
a nice number percent to work with.

1. About how much is saved on this car?

Nice numbers used:

Estimate:

About how much is the sales tax on this video machine?

Nice numbers used:

Estimate:

fMaimmimisisalrI

Fadt: 36% of the population has an Ott, lood type.

About how many people
hi our school have Otb lood? School Enrollment 476

Nice numbers used:

Estimate: ME110.1101111MINNIIr

14 8=15=TRS



(think-.

NAME

Write a "nice" fraction which is approximately equal to each of these percents.

1; 24.98% 2; 19% 3; 34%

53% 5. 9 1/8% 6. 12%

7. 26 3/8% 8; 22% 9. 4 1/2%

Chose compatible numbers you would use to make these estimates;

10.

50% Off

1/2 of _

rough estimate
of savings

13.

19% off

of

rough estimate
of savings

11;

25% Off

of

rough estimate
of savings

14.

10 3/8% interett

of

12;

10% off

of

rough estimate
of savings

reduced 35%

of

rough estimate rough estimate
of savings of savings

Look at the "nice numbers" used here. Then dec

16; *21% of 350

18. 48% of 8250

high
low

highigh
low

high
180

low

h
22.

hig
406001/4% of 400 8000 23. 22 1/4% of 40,p00

10W

if the estimate is too high or low.

17. 0 1/8% of 1380

19. 023% of 12p00

32% of 600

149

high
138

low

high
3000

low

200
high
low

1 qp00
high

8-15-p.1



The American Red Noss reports:
I 36 % have 0 positive blood

6 % have 0 negative blood

38 % have A positive blood

6 % have A negative blood

8 % have B positive blood

2 % have B negative blood

3i% have AB positive blood

i% have AB negative blood

24. On a team of 11 football players; about how many will have 0 positive blood?

25- About how many students in a class'of 35 will have A positive blood?

26 In a_city of 62,000; about how many people will have AB negative blood?

27' The population of Los Angeles is just over three million people. About
how many people will have a blood type of either B positive or B negative?.

Choose "nice" numbers to solve these problems.

28. The newspaper reported that unemployment had reached 9i% of the working
force. Estimate the number of unemployed in a city with 18;450 eligible
workers.

29 Waters Furniture Store is having a Clearance Sale with the following items
discounted by 25%:

Recliner Chair $ 385.00
Bedroom Set 1195.00
Sofa 595.00

Estimate the amount of the discounts of each item;

11111511011111111110

30; Let's suppose that -you have just purchased a new stereo system for $398.00
and the sales tax in your city is 4 3/4%; Estimate the amount of sales
tax on this purchase.

31. Thrifty Finance charges 18i% interest on loans of less than $5000 to be
paid back at the end -of one year. Estimate the amount of interest owed
after one year on a loan of $3250.

32. The bill for the Ramsey family at the El Serape Mexican Restaurant was
$28.82. Mr. Ramsey wants to leave the waitress a 15% tip. Estimate
the amount of the tip.

3 Estimate the amount of discount and the new rice on a_tennis racket which
sells for $14.95 and is advertited with a disdputi1 Of 15%.

50

discount

sale price

R-15-n.2








